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1.
Non-Technical Summary
This Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) project was undertaken between 31st
March and 2nd June 2008 in order to further clarify the archaeological potential of the
North Apron area of the former Kai Tak Airport which, despite previous small-scale
testing, remained largely uncertain.
In order to more effectively investigate the as yet untested portions of the North Apron
area a methodology consisting of fill removal by mechanical excavator followed by
hand excavation of any in situ archaeological deposits encountered was proposed and
agreed with the Antiquities and Monuments Office (AMO). Across the North Apron
area the reclamation fill was shown to vary in thickness from c.2m to 4m. A series of
five machine cut trenches (AA1 to AA5) were specified, with four being 20x5m and the
other 70x5m in size at the below-fill level (respectively 30x15m and 80x15m at the
modern surface). The process of fill removal was monitored by a professional
archaeologist to ensure that any below-fill archaeological deposits were preserved
intact and video footage was taken.
The site’s hydrology played a significant part in the excavation of each of the five
trenches, although the nature of the dewatering challenge varied across the site.
Trenches AA4 and AA5 were located within the reclamation fill in what was previously
Kowloon Bay and both were, in particular, subject to tidal incursion of seawater. That
said, all trenches required a significant and ongoing dewatering effort for excavation to
proceed.
To summarise the findings at each trench: Trench AA1 (designed to explore the
predicted location of Ma Tau Chung historical village) revealed no archaeological
deposits or finds whatsoever; AA2 (positioned to explore the predicted location of the
landward end of the Longjin Pier, its Pavilion and the Kowloon Fort) produced only
evidence for 20th-century reclamation fill and structural foundations; in contrast, AA3
(designed to explore the predicted location of Kau Pui Shek historical village) actually
revealed a series of buried cultural layers rich in Song to Yuan Dynasty ceramics; AA4
(aimed to further examine the WWII reclamation fill of the Kai Tak Archaeological Site)
produced a finds assemblage entirely consistent with the redeposition of 19th- to early
20th-century material during WWII; and, finally, AA5 (targeted to explore the predicted
location of the Longjin Pier close to its intersection with the 1924 Seawall) found the
remains of both monuments surviving under the pre-war, WWII and post-war
reclamation fill. The Seawall’s location had already been established (ERM 2003), but
the Pier’s discovery significantly augments the Qing Dynasty and early 20th-century
archaeological record for Hong Kong.
The ceramic assemblages from all trenches are currently undergoing processing and
analysis and an initial sample of the material from AA3 has been dated and interpreted
in concert with Professor Peter Lam from the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The
latter assemblage was shown to date from the 12th to early 14th centuries (Southern
Song to Yuan Dynasty) and lacked any material earlier or later in date – given the
known post-coastal evacuation use of the area, the absence of later material is, in
particular, intriguing.
In conclusion, the present investigation has produced a contrasting set of results in the
five trenches. Trench AA1 revealed an area devoid of archaeological remains,
apparently reflecting the trench’s location within the estuary of the river that formerly
entered Kowloon Bay to the south of Sacred Hill. Given the lack of control points in
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historic and modern maps, the area between the former estuary and Sacred Hill is
narrow and very difficult to pinpoint. The area is also likely to have been subjected to
significant disturbance during the removal of Scared Hill. As a result of these factors,
no further archaeological work is recommended in this area. Trench AA4 further
confirmed that the WWII reclamation fill consisted of material derived from the
destruction of historical settlements that formerly existed around the western edge of
Kowloon Bay. Such redeposited material is of low archaeological value and no further
archaeological work is recommended here. Trench AA2 provided no evidence for in
situ remains of the Longjin Pier, its Pavilion or the Kowloon Fort. A lower fill stratum
produced material that can be linked to the early 20th-century reclamation for the Kai
Tack Land Investment Company’s Kowloon Bay development, while a series of timberpiled concrete foundations may be of similar or rather later date. No further
archaeological work is recommended here, but the area between this trench and
Trench AA5 will require further testing. Trench AA3 produced evidence for what may
well prove (with further research) to be a regionally important site of Song/Yuan
Dynasty date - the area immediately to the north of the former Sacred Hill has thus
been proven to be of high archaeological potential. Further evaluation work is
recommended to determine the extent of the Song/Yuan site which, given the intensity
of planned development work in this area, would then require investigation in the form
of a rescue excavation to ensure the proper recording of archaeological remains prior
to the commencement of engineering groundworks. Trench AA5 included what is
arguably the most important archaeological discovery in Hong Kong for a generation –
the surviving remains of the Longjin Pier record its pre-colonial Qing Dynasty design,
its modification in concrete in the early 20th century, its incorporation within the 1924
reclamation associated with the eastward expansion of Kowloon City (and truncation
by the Seawall of that date), and subsequent burial within the WWII and later
reclamation fills associated with the construction and use of Kai Tak Airport. The
Longjin Pier must be preserved in situ but, prior to that, should also be subject to a
further round of archaeological investigation, recording and conservation work.

由於之前在啟德舊機場北面停機坪所進行的小型考古調查未能提供有關該範圍內之考古
潛在價值因此在 2008 年 3 月 31 日至 6 月 2 日其間進行了另外一項考古評估暨考古調
查以便進一步確認該處之考古價值。
為了更有效地調查北面停機坪未經測試的地方建議之調查方案包括先把填土層用機器挖
走再用人手發掘原位考古層。此方案得到古物古蹟辦事處之接納。分佈在北面停機坪的
填土層厚度約 2 米到 4 米不等。是次調查一共布了 5 個探坑 即 AA1 至 AA5。其中四個
探坑在填土層下面積為 20x5 米 另一個 70x5 米(其表層面積分別是 30x15 米及 80x15
米)。填土移走過程由專業考古人員監察以確保在填土層之下的考古層不會受到破壞。每
個探坑均有填土移走過程的錄像。
一般而言是次考古發掘遇到嚴重的水文問題因此所有探坑均須進行大規模及連續的排
水工程考古工作才可繼續進行。而每個探坑受影響之情況各有不同尤其是探坑 AA4 和
探坑 AA5兩個探坑所處位置為未填海前之九龍灣 因此特別受到潮汐海水之影響。
以下是各探坑調查結果的擇要：探坑 AA1(目的為探測所預計之馬頭涌村位置) –沒有發
現任何考古層或考古遺物;探坑 AA2 (目的為探測所預計之
龍津橋、龍津亭及九龍炮台位置) -只發現二十世紀的填土層及建築物地基;
探坑 AA3 (原本目的為探測所預計之珓柸石村位置) –結果發現一連串埋
藏著豐富宋元文物之文化層;探坑 AA4(目的為再進一步研究在啟德考古遺址內之二次大
戰填土層) –所發掘的文物群均為十九到二十世紀初二次大戰
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期間的二次埋藏文物; 探坑 AA5(目的為探測所預計一段與 1924 海堤接壤之
龍津橋位置) –結果發掘出埋藏在戰前、二次大戰及戰後填土層之下的
龍津橋及 1924 海堤。該 1924 海堤的位置在之前的考古調查中已獲確認 而是次龍津橋
的出土則顯著擴大了本地清代及二十世紀早紀之考古記錄。
文物處理和分析工作仍在進行中。此外 在中文大學林業強教授的協助下
部份在 AA3 出土的文物樣本獲得了初步的分析–所有樣本也是沿自十二到
十四世紀(南宋至元代)在此段時期以外之文物均欠奉。有一點特別值得注意的是歷史資
料顯示在沿海禁令後這一帶的土地有人居住或耕種但是次調查並沒有發現較後期的文
物。
總括而言 這次考古調查所布的五個探坑所得的調查結果分別很大： 探坑 AA1 顯示該處
並未存在考古遺物 這正好反映出該處原為聖山以南 河水流往九龍灣之河口。由於新舊
地圖並未提供足夠的據點 因此 要精確地確定在前河口地區與聖山之間那片狹窄的土地
實在十分困難。 再者 那片狹窄的土地有很大機會在移平聖山時受到嚴重破壞。 有鑑於
以上原因 不會建議在此處作進一步的考古調查。探坑 AA4 進一步確認二次大戰填土層
是由九龍灣西面被消毀了的各原有村落所組成。由於此類二次埋藏之遺物考古價值很低
所以建議此處無須再進行考古工作。探坑 AA2 並未發現龍津橋、龍津亭或九龍炮台的
原位遺物。在填土層低層發現的遺物可追溯至二十世紀早期與啟德營業有限公司的九龍
灣發展填海工程有關。那些附有木條之石屎頭亦可能是同一時期或較後期之遺物。建議
在此處不用再進行考古工作但在此探坑與探坑 AA5 之間的地方則須再作進一步之考古
調查。探坑 AA3 提供了極可能是一處本地重要的宋元遺址的證據(需作進一步研究)聖山
以北的地方亦因此被斷定為擁有高的潛在考古價值。 有鑑於此處將會有大量密集式之發
展工程 因此 將須進行搶救發掘以確保考古遺物在工程開始前得到適當的記錄。
但在進行搶救發掘之前 建議應先再作進一步之考古調查以判斷該
宋元遺址之分佈範圍。探坑 AA5 包含了近年重要的考古發現 –龍津橋遺址
記載了其早於殖民地時期之清代設計、二十年代早期的混凝土修建、 與九龍灣東部擴建
之 1924 年填海工程的融合 (部份龍津橋被海堤截斷)、 在二次大戰其間被埋 及後來因
啟德機場之建造及使用而進行的填土。
龍津橋應作原地保留, 但在此之前, 應作進一步的考古調查、記錄
及保育工作。
2.

Introduction

2.1
Overview
The archaeological investigation presented below was conducted to fulfil the
requirements of the Archaeological Impact Assessment undertaken as part of
Agreement No. CE 35/2006 (CE) – Kai Tak Development Engineering Study cum
Design and Construction of Advance Works – Investigation, Design and Construction.
The purpose of the archaeological investigation was to supplement the existing
information available in order to evaluate if the proposed works were acceptable from
an archaeological preservation perspective. The archaeological investigation was
designed to identify the presence of any Sites of Cultural Heritage that may exist within
the project Study Area. It also aimed to ensure that any such identified features,
determined to be of high cultural heritage value would not be negatively impacted by
the proposed development. If any negative impacts were identified as part of the
impact assessment, mitigation measures, including further archaeological evaluation,
rescue excavation and/or preservation in situ, would be recommended as appropriate.
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2.2
Report Structure
The report proper begins in the following section by setting out Aims and Objectives of
the study. Section 4 then provides the necessary historical, archaeological, geological
and topographic background to the project. Thereafter, Section 5 presents the general
methodological framework within which the fieldwork was designed and conducted –
further detailed methodological statements are also provided as a prelude to the
discussion of the results from Trenches AA1 to AA5 in succeeding sections. Sections 6
to 9 are structured so that for each trench the detailed methodology is followed by a
discussion of results and phasing based on contextual and stratigraphic relationships –
interpretive labels are given to each phase at this stage, but these are more fully
explained in the following section, which discusses and interprets such physical
relationships in concert with the finds evidence. The latter approach is also applied to
Trench AA5; however, given the complexity of the structural remains found, a
somewhat different structure is employed to allow greater sub-division of the text. Thus
Section 10 deals with the AA5 detailed methodology and, thereafter, Section 11
presents the results and finds data and then collectively interprets them under a series
of phase-based sub-sections (11.1 to 11.6 inclusive). As specified by AMO at the
outset, there was no requirement to record modern foundations/fill layers and therefore
Sections 6-11’s discussions devote most of their attention to contexts/features sealed
beneath the completely decomposed granite (CDG) fill and concrete foundations of the
former airport (NB: such contexts/features of interest are henceforth referred to as
being ‘below-fill’). Having said that, in Trenches AA1, AA2 and AA4 most of what was
uncovered during the excavations was in fact modern foundations and fill; such
deposits were not drawn but, instead, are briefly discussed in concert with a series of
annotated photographs, which provide an overview of the sequence. Each trench’s
findings and interpretations are then drawn together in an overall conclusion in Section
12. Such conclusions also allow the distillation of a series of recommendations, which
are presented in Section 13. The sources used in the report are listed in Section 14,
while Sections 15, 16 and 17 respectively present supporting illustrations, supporting
data and supporting documentation. Section 18 presents AMO’s comments relating to
the desk-based, fieldwork and post-excavation stages of the project and AAL’s
responses to them.

3.
Aim and Objectives of the Study
The aim of this present phase of archaeological fieldwork was to provide a fuller and
more definitive understanding of the archaeological potential of the North Apron area
of the former Kai Tak Airport, which constitutes the most archaeologically-rich zone
within the Kai Tak Development Study Area.
The objectives of the study were as follows:
To implement a sampling strategy designed to: 1) identify and, if possible, delimit any
archaeological remains associated with the Longjin Pier, Longjin Pavilion, Kowloon
Fort, Sacred Hill, and the historical villages of Kau Pui Shek and Ma Tau Chung; and 2)
to recover further material from the WWII reclamation fill of the Kai Tak Archaeological
Site;
•
•

To process and analyse the results in light of previous findings;
To report on the results of the fieldwork; and
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• If required, to recommend mitigation.
4. Geological, Topographic, Historical and Archaeological background to the
Study
4.1
Geological and Topographical Background
Figure 1 shows the Kai Tak Development Study Area in its wider Kowloon Bay setting.
In terms of geology (see Figure 2), the study area is mainly composed of 20th-century
reclamation fill over marine mud and sand in what were formerly the shallow coastal
waters of Kowloon Bay; however, around the periphery of the study area, in particular
along its north-western to south-western edges, there are several areas mapped as
alluvium. Such fertile sediments were invariably targeted by people in the past for
agriculture and settlement (historic and earlier) and it is in these areas that much of
archaeological interest lies (see discussion of eight areas of archaeological potential
identified in Figure 2 in Section 4.3 below).
Historical maps provide a useful overview of the dramatic topographical and
hydrological changes that have occurred over the past century or so of reclamation
and development in the study area. Figures 3 and 3a respectively show the prereclamation Kowloon Bay landscape as mapped in overview in 1904 and in more detail
in 1903. The area is characterised by a generally low-lying and gently sloping coastal
plain, within which the 35m high Sacred Hill (and its slightly higher sister ‘peak’)
provide the sole interruption to the broad sweep of the Bay. The village of Ma Tau
Chung is shown nestling under the southern flank of Sacred Hill beside one of several
meandering rivers (see Plate 1, which drained the wide watershed to the east of the
inland hills. To the north of Sacred Hill is the village of Kau Pui Shek, whose
agricultural land is also crossed by a further river just to the north. Beyond that lies the
much larger urban centre of Kowloon City and, adjoining it to the north-west, the
Walled City with its triangular walled annexe reaching to the top of Pak Hok Shan. A
fascinating glimpse of the late 19th-century agricultural landscape is provided by Plate
2, which shows the view from the latter hilltop looking out to the south over the village
of Ngan Chin Long surrounded by an open expanse of paddy fields. Kau Pui Shek is
out of shot to the left (east) and the very western edge of Sacred Hill is visible in the
top left-hand corner of the shot. Returning to Figure 3, prominent in the centre of the
map is the Longjin Pier (detail shown in Figure 3a) showing its kinked outline at that
time while, at its landward end, marked as a Police Station is the former Kowloon Fort.
Plate 3 provides a wealth of information regarding the situation in 1906: in foreground
is a temple procession moving through the dramatic cutting then completed between
Sacred Hill and its sister hill, to the right (east) are some of the buildings and
agricultural fields of Kau Pui Shek village while, in the distance can be seen almost the
full extent of the Longjin Pier. This photograph is invaluable as it confirms that a
tripartite construction did exist at that time: a solid landward end with occasional
bridged gaps, the 20 supporting pillars and 21 spans between that and the pier-end
structure, and a further timber-built extension beyond that. The maps and photographs
at this time thus provide a very useful ‘baseline’ record of the Longjin Pier against
which later developments can then be compared and contrasted.
Moving forward 16 years, in the 1920 map (see Figure 4) the area surrounding Sacred
Hill comprising the territories of Ma Tau Chung and Kau Pui Shek is still mapped as an
agricultural landscape of small cultivation plots which, in the early 1920s’ photograph
in Plate 4, can be identified as paddy fields. Note on the map the width of the estuary
immediately to the south of Ma Tau Chung, which seems a much more substantial
waterway than was shown previously on less-detailed mapping. In the north-east
corner of the map can be seen the straight dashed alignment of the planned or
ongoing Kowloon Bay Development.
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By moving forward in time just four years, the 1924 map (Figure 5) records what must
have been a tumultuous time of rapid landscape change and redevelopment. The
dashed line marking the planned seaward edge of the Kowloon Bay Development on
the 1920 map is now a solid line marking the position of the 1924 Seawall, but most
streets and development blocks retain a dashed (planned) outline. The changing built
landscape is beautifully depicted in Plate 5, which records the urbanisation of the area
surrounding Sacred Hill, which had dire consequences for the historical villages of Kau
Pui Shek and Ma Tau Chung. In the map the Longjin Pier can be seen projecting from
the face of the reclamation and is still shown with its ‘kink’.
By 1932 (see Figure 6) the western part of the new Kowloon City street grid (taken
over by the Government following the collapse of the Kai Tack Kowloon Bay
Development) has to some degree matured and the Government has clearly had some
success in finding tenants. The most noteworthy features of this map are the changes
evidenced in the Longjin Pier: the ‘kink’ has gone, the Pier is now somewhat shorter,
but it has an extended pier-end structure, seemingly with sets of landing steps (see
Trench AA5 findings below).
The 1947 map (see Figure 7), which marks the end of our main period of interest in
this project, records the much-altered Kowloon Bay landscape. The second runway
has completely buried the Pier and the site of Kau Pui Shek village, whilst Ma Tau
Chung village has been consumed by urban development. No evidence of Sacred Hill
is shown on the map although part of it did survive into the 1950s. The sad tale of the
two villages is recorded in the name of Kau Pui Shek Road, while Ma Tau Chung is
marked as an area “reserved for playing field” (OS 1947).

4.2
Historical Background
The North Apron at Kai Tak is located in an area with a rich historical record spanning
the Song Dynasty to the 20th century.
Kwun Fu Cheung area and historical settlement
Kowloon City was formerly known as ‘Kwun Fu Cheung’, which referred to an Imperial
Salt Field set up in eastern Kowloon in the early Southern Song. Kwun Fu Cheung was
one of the biggest imperial salt production grounds in South China (Watt 1971). Some
scholars believed that the scale of Kwun Fu Cheung was quite substantial based on
the fact that an imperial garrison of 150 soldiers was established by the Salt Official to
suppress salt smuggling in the area (Lo 1963). It is also believed that an associated
Yamen was established in the Kowloon City area at around this time (Hase 2001b).
Salt manufacturing of Kwun Fu Cheung ceased completely after the Coastal
Evacuation period in the early Qing (Chiu et al. 2001).
Records and local folklore suggest that three villages (Po Kong, Nga Tsin Wai and Ma
Tau Wai) were established in the Kowloon City area as early as middle 12th century
(Hase 2001a). As seen in the 1904 map (Figure 3), Kowloon City by then a well
established area settled with quite a number of villages including Kau Pui Shek and
Ma Tau Chung Tsuen (see Plates 1 and 3); fishing, farming and quarrying were the
major industries at that time (Kowloon City District Council 2005). Although there are
no historical records showing the existence of settlement earlier than Song in date,
archaeological materials dated to the Tang Dynasty and prehistoric period were
collected on Sacred Hill and in nearby beach areas in the 1930s (Schofield 1968).
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Kowloon Walled City and Environs
Kowloon Fort was first established in Kowloon City in 1811 by the Qing Government to
suppress piracy (see Plate 6). To further advance the Qing Government’s coastal
defence of the region, the fort was rebuilt in 1846 (ERM 2003). It was square in plan,
had granite walls with 1 metre high battlements, and was manned by a commander
and 42 men (Siu 1997). The fort was abandoned by the Chinese in 1898 and was then
used as a police station by the British up until the time it was demolished for
redevelopment in the 1930s (ERM 2003). The 1904 and 1924 maps in Figures 3 and 5
respectively show the fort marked as a “police station” which, in the latter, lies at the
edge of the reclamation for the unsuccessful Kai Tak Residential Development of 1924
(Empson 1992).
Kowloon Walled City was effectively a garrison town within which several hundred
soldiers and an Assistant Magistrate were stationed to reinforce the coastal defence of
the region. At around the same time as the Fort was relocated closer to the shore, an
administrative office of the Assistant Magistrate of Kowloon (a Yamen) was also built.
Besides the several office buildings, there were also the Longjin School (1847), a
paper-burning pavilion (1859) and, somewhat later, the Longjin Pier (1875) and
Longjin Pavilion (see Plates 7 and 8 respectively). In 1899, shortly after the ceding of
the New Territories, the Qing Official and his troops were driven out of the Walled City
by the British leaving the Kowloon Walled City under the control of the neither the
British nor Chinese Governments.
By the 1920s the area between the Walled City and Kowloon Bay was being cleared of
old villages and a new street grid was laid out (Hase 2001a, 12-16; see Figure 5). In
addition to such Government-funded development work, the area attracted the interest
of private entrepreneurs such as The Hon. Sir Kai Ho Kai and his partner Mr Au Tack.
Their Kai Tak Land Development Company reclaimed the northern part of Kowloon
Bay, set out a regular street grid, and built tenement blocks and shop houses,
protecting the seaward face of their reclamation with a new seawall, which was
completed in 1924 (Chiu et al. 2001; Hase 2001a; see Figure 5). The development
failed and was taken over by the Government and the airfield at Kai Tak opened on
Lunar New Year’s Day 1925 (Pigott 1990, 17). The airport continued in use and was
gradually improved until WWII, during which a second runway was constructed during
the Japanese occupation (see Figure 7). This airport extension involved the demolition
of tenements and villages to the west of the nullah, and the vast quantities of building
rubble thus generated were then used as reclamation fill by the Japanese military
engineers (Pigott 1990, 60-1). Green bricks (Chiu et al. 2001) and granite blocks from
the walls of Kowloon Walled City (Pigott 1990, 61) were also removed for the same
purpose. In 1993 the by then run-down Walled City was demolished and turned into a
park.

Longjin Pier
The Longjin Pier was erected in 1875 (see Plate 7) and it is recorded that it was a
stone structure comprising 21 supporting pillars and measuring 60 zhang in length
(approximately 200m) by 6 Chinese feet (just under 2m) in width (Faure et al. 1986). At
the landward end of the Pier stood the two-storied Longjin Pavilion, which was known
as the ‘Pavilion for Greeting Officials’ (see Plate 8). This name relates to its use as the
formal greeting place for new officers arriving at Kowloon Walled City (Zhu 1997). The
Pier was connected to Kowloon Walled City by Kowloon Street (a then prosperous
market place). Larger boats were allowed to moor at this newly-built pier and it also
provided a landing place for ferry services running between Kowloon City, Guangzhou
and Macau (Chiu et al. 2001). The construction of Longjin Pier was made possible
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through funds gathered by Qing Customs officers from people visiting gambling
houses in the area. According to the inscription on the original stone memorial plaque
(now stored at Lok Sin Tong Primary School), the silting-up of Kowloon Bay left the
pier further and further away from the sea, making landing and mooring impossible.
Therefore, in 1892 the Pier was extended by 24 zhang (about 80m) with wooden
pillars (Faure et al. 1986; see Plate 3). As the major local charity organisation (which
had also successfully raised the funds for the pier extension), Lok Sin Tong received
all the money collected in taxes at the Pier (Chiu et al. 2001). In 1910 the wooden
extension was rebuilt in concrete (including the construction of a wooden pier-end
shelter) (Hase 2001a). As seen in the 1924 map (Figure 5), the landward portion of the
pier, including the Longjin Pavilion, was buried within the first phase Kowloon Bay
Reclamation in early 1920s. The surviving seaward portion of the Pier continued in use
until 1930 to serve a ferry running between Hong Kong Island, Hung Hom and
Kowloon City (Sinn 1987), after which according to Hase (2001a) it was removed and
replaced by a new government pier. That said, a map (of uncertain date according to
Hong Kong Central Library) but dated to 1932 by ERM (2003, Fig.3.4) seems plausibly
of this date and shows the Pier as a straight alignment with an extended pier-end
structure (see Figure 6). The identification of more securely dated map evidence for
the later life of the Pier would clearly be helpful here, but is at present lacking.
Sacred Hill
From historical records, the two Emperors Duanzong and Bing of the Southern Song
Dynasty arrived in the spring of AD1277 at Kwun Fu (Jen 1967), which was one of the
stopping places of the fleeing Imperial Court (Lo 1963). It is believed that the existing
Sung Wong Toi inscription was first inscribed in Yuan Dynasty (Chiu et al. 2001). The
existing rock is only a part of the original (and much more substantial) Sung Wong Toi
Rock located on top of Sacred Hill (see Plates 1 and 4). In order to protect the
monument, a Sung Wong Toi Park was built around Sacred Hill in 1915. During WWII,
the Japanese attempted to flatten the entire Sacred Hill for the extension of Kai Tak
Airport. Although the project was not completed, the original Sung Wong Toi Rock was
partially damaged in the process of levelling the hill. After WWII, the Kai Tak Airport
Extension Project was taken over by the Hong Kong Government and the remainder of
the Sacred Hill was subsequently removed. Part of the original Sung Wong Toi Rock
(the part with the inscriptions of ‘Sung Wong Toi’) was preserved in the present Sung
Wong Toi Park constructed in 1961. It is interesting to note that a large quantity of
Southern Song ceramics and coins (including, for example, Zhejiang type Celadons,
Yingqing and Temmoku ware) were unearthed when Sacred Hill was demolished
(Watt 1971).

4.3
Archaeological Background & Areas of Archaeological Potential
The earliest recorded investigations in the area were undertaken by Walter Schofield
between 1918 and 1937. Pre-Han sherds and historical ceramic material was identified
from the surface and “shallow diggings” on the hill and from the beach, described as
boulder strewn, to the southeast of the hill (Schofield 1968). Unfortunately, no full scale
archaeological investigation was ever undertaken at the site prior to its destruction and
the next archaeological investigation did not occur until 2002. However, Watt’s (1971,
142) paper on Song-type pottery reported that when Sacred Hill was levelled “a large
quantity of pottery was unearthed” which, very significantly, included all the main
fineware types recovered in this latest fieldwork campaign at Trench AA3.
In terms of more recent commercial archaeological work, three projects have occurred.
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In 2002 two machine-excavated and one hand-excavated trench were conducted to
the southwest of the terminal building, in what was thought to be the vicinity of Sacred
Hill (Agreement No. CE 32/99 Comprehensive Feasibility Study for the Revised
Scheme of South East Kowloon Development – Archaeological Investigation). The
results of the survey showed that prior to modern reclamation the area investigated
was formerly part of Kowloon Bay.
A further campaign of fieldwork was commissioned directly by AMO in 2003 (South
East Kowloon Development, Site Investigation at North Apron of Kai Tak Airport:
Archaeological Investigation- Findings for Trenches AT1–AT10). The purpose of this
investigation was to identify any remains of archaeological interest in the project Study
Area, more specifically the following: the location of the Longjin Pier; the foundation of
Kowloon Fort; the foothill area of Sacred Hill; any historically significant materials
within the WWII reclamation fill, remains of the former Ma Tau Chung and Kau Pui
Shek villages and, finally, any archaeological remains associated with the former
coastline of the area.
The investigation concluded that no evidence for the Pier, associated stone tablets or
the foundation of Kowloon Fort was found. As well, no material associable the villages
was identified in the investigation. Recommendations were included in the report for
further investigations to be conducted at areas not covered by the ERM fieldwork and
that the location of the 1924 Seawall may be helpful as a reference point for refining
the likely location of the Longjin Pier and Kowloon Fort.
The most recent archaeological work involved AMO monitoring of groundworks for a
large box culvert, which was constructed on a NE-SW alignment along the northwestern edge of the Study Area on the line of the road between the former airport
terminal building and car park (Contract No. KL39/03 South East Kowloon
Development Site Preparation and Drainage Works at North Apron Area of Kai Tak
Airport). AMO’s Site Initial Evaluation Records noted the following findings: wooden
piles and pottery sherds were identified in several sections of the drainage alignment,
and a suspected stone pavement was identified in the proposed vicinity of the Longjin
Pier. Based on the monument’s alignment identified in the present project, it seems
likely that the latter feature was some 20+ metres too far to the north-east to be part of
the Pier, but some connection is always possible.
In the desk-based assessment stage of the present project, the background
information provided in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 above was compared and contrasted with
results of previous archaeological investigations and the geological mapping to assess
the requirement for further testing. During the preparation of this project’s
Archaeological Proposal, eight areas of archaeological potential were identified (see
Figure 2). The five trenches conducted in this project (AA1 to AA5) were designed to
test areas deemed to have been insufficiently tested in past fieldwork. The trench
locations are shown in Figure 8 against a modern map background, which also shows
the rough position of the pre-reclamation coastline (as mapped on Figure 2) and the
archaeological sites and (predicted locations of) monuments the trenches sought to
investigate.
Trenches AA1-AA5 address four of the eight areas of archaeological potential
highlighted in Figure 2. Three of the eight areas were previously identified in the ERM
(2003) report as having archaeological value requiring further investigation: the area of
the former Sacred Hill and historical villages of Ma Tau Chung and Kau Pui Shek
(Area 1 – Trenches AA1 & AA3); the area around the landward end of the Longjin Pier,
its Pavilion and the Kowloon Fort (Area 2 – Trench AA2); and the area containing the
1924 Seawall close to its intersection point with the seaward portion of the Longjin Pier
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(Area 3 – Trench AA5). Area 4 covers the landward portion of the Kai Tak
Archaeological Site, which contains the remains of historical settlements redeposited
in reclamation fill in WWII, and was tested by Trench AA4. Area 5 is a small strip of
land adjacent to the pre-reclamation coastline, but this was tested by ERM in 2003 and
no further investigation was necessary. Area 6 consists of a small section of land
mapped as alluvium near the Kowloon City Ferry Pier, but this is currently occupied by
a multi-story building and therefore has no archaeological potential and no testing was
required. Area 7 consists of a piece of land just back from the former coastline directly
to the north-east of Section 2. This area has archaeological potential and will be
undergo archaeological investigation under Agreement No. CE 4/2007 (DS). As such,
Area 7 will be adequately tested under the latter project and no additional testing was
deemed necessary in this project. Area 8 is a portion of the study area boundary
identified by AMO as having potential, which follows the former coastline at Cha Kwo
Ling. However, on closer examination during the desk-based study, the strip of land
within the development boundary is actually in 20th-century fill over marine sand and
therefore has no archaeological potential and no testing was deemed necessary.

5.
Methodology
Prior to the commencement of the fieldwork the trench specifications were discussed
by AAL staff and CEDD’s Engineer and approved by AMO. For ease of machine
excavation, all trenches were originally designed to be open cut with sloping sides
down to a 5m wide sub-fill footprint, with four trenches being 20m long and the other
(AA2) being 70m long. Due to on-site constraints such as live utilities, massive
foundations and modern access points (such as the Aviation Club car park entrance at
Trench AA1), it was necessary to make minor adjustments to the position of Trenches
AA1, AA3 and AA4 (see Figure 8 and survey plans in Section 16.2 for final trench
locations). In addition, the lack of space at AA1 necessitated the use of sheet-piling
there (see further details below). The repositioning of the three trenches was
acceptable as none of them were positioned to intercept a specific monument but,
rather, they sought to clarify the archaeological potential of areas of interest. In
contrast, the other two trenches had to be placed in the exact positions specified by
AAL in order to intercept the predicted locations of the Longjin Pier/Pavilion and
Kowloon Fort (AA2), and the intersection point of the Longjin Pier and 1924 Seawall
(AA5).
Based on the results of previous fieldwork (AAL 2002; ERM 2003), it was clear that the
entire North Apron Study Area was covered by varying depths of fill that had resulted
from multiple phases of reclamation, make-up and levelling activity spanning much of
the 20th century. The prevailing ground conditions and scale of planned interventions
necessitated the use of machine excavators and the methodology applied to all five
trenches was generally as set out in AMO’s Guidelines for Archaeological Pre-testing
with Mechanical Diggers (see Section 17.1). For engineering reasons, the notional
maximum depth of excavation (measured from the modern surface) was set at 4m,
however, the presence above this level of archaeological structures in Trench AA5,
sterile marine deposits in AA1, AA2 and AA3, and water in AA4 (and, indeed, the other
four trenches) necessitated some variations to this blanket specification. In addition, a
small sondage was excavated under archaeological supervision in the corner of each
trench in order to establish the depth of fill. The information derived from this pretesting then provided an invaluable benchmark for the main phase of machineexcavated fill removal. AAL’s archaeologists monitored the machine fill removal and
supervised subsequent hand-excavation work in trenches where this was possible
(AA3 and AA5). Video footage was taken during the fill removal and will be submitted
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to AMO, together with a script introducing the content, with the final site archive. All
five trenches were surveyed by a qualified land surveyor and certified trench plans can
be found in Section 16.2.
In deep trenches with sheet-piling (AA1) or vertical-faced concrete foundations (AA2AA5), unconsolidated fill strata and high water in-flow rates meant that health and
safety was a daily concern. Proper safety measures were maintained at all times
during the fill removal process and excavation and were in compliance with the
relevant safety regulations and codes of practice. In addition, all members of AAL have
had appropriate construction industry health and safety training and carry ‘Green
Cards’. As discussed more fully in the following section of this report, health and safety
issues, engineering constraints and archaeological criteria were collectively considered
and determined the methodologies applied in each trench.
6.

Trench AA1: Detailed Methodology, Results, Finds & Interpretation

6.1
Detailed Methodology
Trench AA1 measured 20x5m (100m2) and was positioned to investigate the
archaeological potential of the area immediately to the south of the former Sacred Hill
in the general location of the post-coastal evacuation historical village of Ma Tau
Chung and its agricultural fields (see Figure 8 for location, Figure 3 for the prereclamation topography, and Table 16.1.1a for trench coordinates, and surface and
base-of-excavation levels). Due to site constraints within the car park of the Hong
Kong Aviation Club, it was necessary to excavate the trench as a vertical cut with the
sides supported by sheet piling with cross-bracings (see Plate 9). In common with the
other four trenches, the depth of completely decomposed granite (CDG) fill was first
tested by a small sondage and was shown to reach to 3.75m below the car park
surface (c.5.6m PD). Based on this sounding, the fill was removed to approximately
1m above the sub-fill stratum and the sheet-piling was driven down and safely toed-in
to the base of the trench. The 10x5m western (landward) half of the trench was then
excavated by small backhoe through the remaining CDG fill to reveal a 0.5m+ thick,
sterile deposit of marine/estuarine clay at c.1.87m PD. It was therefore unnecessary to
implement a more detailed excavation methodology (agreed with AMO in the planning
stage), which was designed to allow the excavation of any archaeological strata
surviving below the fill.
Within the lower fill levels water became an increasing problem that had to be
maintained by pumping, however, water eventually began to gush into the trench
through joints high up in the sheet piling – indicating that material to the rear of the
piling was being scoured out – thus destabilising the trench. Given these safety issues
and the absence of archaeological findings it was decided (with AMO approval) to
close down and backfill the trench at the earliest possible opportunity. The agreed
methodology for the AI stated that detailed recording of the modern fill layers would not
be required for any of the trenches. A photographic record of the simple fill sequence,
which adhered to the inside face of the sheet-pile, was nevertheless taken and used to
illustrate the brief discussion of the AA1 result below (see Figure 9).

6.2
Results
Although this trench revealed no pre-fill archaeological strata, a brief discussion of the
sequence of natural and fill deposits is presented below (see also Harris Matrix in
Figure 14).
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The engineering constraints operative in this trench meant that the only useable
standing section consisted of a thin layer of fill precariously attached to the northfacing sheet-pile (see Figure 9 section and Figure 10 Plan). A total of six contexts (all
layers) were recorded in this trench, which could be placed into two broad phases, and
these are discussed below in chronological order (i.e. from the earliest to the most
recent) – see Table 16.1.1b for summarised contextual, stratigraphic and finds data.
Natural Estuarine Deposits
The lowest stratum noted was a sterile dark bluish grey silty and very slightly sandy
estuarine clay layer (104) encountered at 1.865m PD and still present in the base of
the pump-pit at c.1.3m PD.
Phase 1: Lower Fill
This was sealed by a primary fill layer (103) consisting of brownish yellow sandy and
slightly gravelly clay, whose upper surface sloped downwards from west to east.
Above that a similarly sloping deposit (102) comprised three black bands (102a) of silty,
gravelly, slightly clayey sand interspersed with two light reddish brown bands (102b) of
gravelly, clayey sand.
Phase 2: Upper Fill & Modern Surfacing
The uppermost layer visible in section consisted of a deep, homogenous layer of
reddish yellow gravelly, clayey sand (101b). This clean, completely decomposed
granite (CDG) fill reached all the way from the sloping surface of 102a to the make-up
layer for the modern car park surfacing (101a), whose upper surface lay at an average
level of 5.6m PD.
6.3
Finds Evidence & Interpretation
Despite the absence of finds from the strata described above, some sense of the
process (and perhaps origin) of fill can be deduced. The character of the fill layers with
their diagonal dark banding at lower levels indicates that the material was introduced
from the landward (western) end of the trench. The lack of cultural materials in this fill,
even at its lowest levels, shows a marked contrast with the finds-rich lower fills in
Trenches AA2, AA4 and AA5 (see below). This seems to suggest that the lower fill in
AA1 had a different origin to that in the aforementioned three trenches and was
probably derived from sterile borrow areas. The complete absence of evidence for
below-fill former ‘dry land’ deposits in AA1 can be taken to indicate that the trench had
probably encountered part of the estuary of the river that formerly entered Kowloon
Bay to the south of Sacred Hill (see Figures 3 and 4).

7.

Trench AA2: Detailed Methodology, Results & Interpretation

7.1
Detailed Methodology
Trench AA2 measured 70x5m (350m2) at base of fill level, 80x15m (1200m2) at the
modern surface, and was positioned to investigate the archaeological potential of the
area thought to contain the site of the Kowloon Fort, landward end of the Longjin Pier
and its Pavilion (see Figure 8 for location, Figure 3 for pre-reclamation topography,
and Figure 11 for overlay of trench outline on a composite 1903/modern map).
Unfortunately, by specifically targeting the predicted location of the above monuments,
the footprint of the trench overlay parts of the former Kai Tak Airport Car Park and
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Terminal Building, as well as the recently-constructed Box Culvert, whose alignment
ran between the latter two structures broadly following the line of the former access
road. Together, the Box Culvert and the substantial steel-reinforced concrete
foundations of the former airport buildings meant that only three discrete areas within
the trench were accessible for testing. Excavation work was thus severely hampered
by a combination of the presence of substantial, vertical-faced concrete structures in
each area, the inherently unstable unconsolidated fill strata beneath and between
them, and the rapid in-flow of water at base-of-fill levels. As a consequence of these
factors, hand-excavation at sub-fill levels was deemed unsafe and the majority of the
excavation work was conducted by large backhoe using a flat-edged bucket under
archaeological supervision.
In the end, three small areas were thus tested (see Figure 12): at the east end of the
trench between the Box Culvert and Terminal Building foundations area AA2A (see
Table 16.1.2a for trench coordinates, and surface and base-of-excavation levels) was
irregular-shaped with maximum dimensions of c.8m SW-NE by c.3m NW-SE
(17.83m2); immediately to the west of the Box Culvert and between it and the Car Park
foundations area AA2B (see Table 16.1.3a for trench coordinates, and surface and
base-of-excavation levels) was rectangular and measured c.4x3m (13.11m2); and inbetween the Car Park foundations at the western end of the trench a third trapezoidalshaped area AA2C (see Table 16.1.4a for trench coordinates, and surface and baseof-excavation levels) measured c.4.5x4.7m (16.79m2). In terms of the stated
archaeological targets in this trench, the landward end of the Longjin Pier and its
Pavilion were expected to fall within AA2A/B and the Kowloon Fort within AA2C. Water
was encountered at roughly 2.4m PD in AA2A and 2.8m PD in AA2B and AA2C – the
difference perhaps being a result of the three sondages’ locations in relation to the box
culvert, which seems to have locally affected groundwater levels. Again, as stated in
the methodology for the archaeological investigation, detailed recording of the fill
layers was not undertaken. However, as an illustration of the nature of the fill layers
and to aid in the interpretation of the depositional and usage history of the site,
portions of trench sections in each area were cut back by machine and photographed
(the annotated photographs can be seen in Figures 13, 15 and 17). The trench outline
and the coordinates of the three tested areas (see overall trench plan in Figure 12)
were recorded by the CEDD appointed surveyors.. On the basis of the negative
findings in all three sondages and in light of the unsafe nature of the trench, it was
agreed (with AMO approval) that the trench should be closed down and backfilled at
the earliest opportunity.
7.2

Results

7.2.1 Eastern Sondage AA2A
In the Eastern Sondage AA2A a portion of the north-west facing section was cut back
and tidied up to reveal a stratigraphic sequence comprising seven contexts (including
the modern fill and surfacing), which could be tentatively allocated to three broad
phases of activity (see annotated photograph in Figure 13, Harris Matrix in Figure 16
and Table 16.1.2b for summarised contextual, stratigraphic and finds data).
Foreshore Deposits over Marine Sand
The lowest layer (at 1.91m PD) was sterile light grey marine sand (208) that extended
down beyond the l.o.e. The latter was sealed by a c.0.5m thick silty, slightly gravelly
sand layer (204) comprising of four bands which, from the top down, alternated light
brownish grey and strong brown in colour and produced a small finds assemblage (see
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below). Protruding from the surface of layer 204 were the tops of two cylindrical
concrete piles (214) – see Phase 2 below.
Phase 1: Early 20th-century Reclamation Fill
Over layer 204 was an approximately 0.8m thick reddish brown slightly silty, gravelly
sand layer (203), which was very loose, stony and rich in cultural materials. This was
overlain by a much thinner (c.0.1m) reddish yellow very gravelly, slightly clayey sand
layer (202), which was only distinguishable in section from the upper fill layer (201b) –
but actually can more readily be interpreted as a levelling deposit for 203 rather than a
lower component of the upper fill.
Phase 2: Pre-Modern Structures
The two concrete piles (214) mentioned above appear to have been inserted through
the Phase 1 strata and into the underlying marine sands, but this was less than clear
during excavation. Their apparent disassociation from the surrounding airport terminal
building and car park foundations probably places them broadly in phase with other
pre-modern piles and caps at the western end of the trench.
Phase 3: Modern CDG Fill and Surfacing
The reddish yellow gravelly, slightly clayey sand of the overlying CDG fill (201b) was
clean in character with just a few small stones, which suggested a borrow area source
for the material. The base of 201b lay at c.3.1m PD and it continued to the underside
of the modern concrete surfacing (201a) whose upper surface lay at c.6.45m PD.
No in situ remains that might be linked to the target monuments were found in the
below-fill strata in sondage AA2A.
7.2.2 Central Sondage AA2B
A portion of the small Central Sondage AA2B’s south-east facing section was cut back
down the face of the airport car park’s concrete foundations (see Figure 15, Harris
Matrix in Figure 16 and Table 16.1.3b for summarised contextual, stratigraphic and
finds data). The section revealed a highly disturbed stratigraphic sequence of nine
contexts (including the modern fill and surfacing) which, nevertheless, could tentatively
be ascribed to three phases of activity.
Foreshore/Natural
In the base of the trench at c.2.45m PD was a greyish brown marine sand (213), which
extended down beyond the l.o.e. and may be broadly equivalent to layers 204/208 in
AA2A.
Phase 1: Early 20th-century Reclamation Fill
Sealing 213 was a very mixed light brownish grey asphalt-rich rubbly deposit (212).
Layer 212’s undulating upper surface lay at c.3.72m PD and it had a matrix of slightly
silty, gravelly sand with a similar but much smaller assemblage of cultural materials to
layer 203 in AA2A above (see Plate 10).
Phase 2: Pre-Modern Structures
Over 212 was a layer of reddish yellow gravelly, slightly clayey sand (Mixed CDG Fill
215), which appeared to be broadly contemporary with brick wall/foundation (210) –
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whether 215 was deposited around 210 or the latter had cut 215 could not be
determined in section. There has clearly been a great deal of reworking of deposits in
this area, and it is also possible that ‘wall/foundation’ 210 is a dump of building debris
in reclamation fill rather than an in situ feature, but this is perhaps the less likely option
given the character of the feature.
Phase 3: Airport Building Foundations & Modern Fill/Surfacing
Overlying layer 215 on its north-eastern side was a reddish yellow very gravelly,
slightly clayey sand (CDG Fill - 211), which extended from the surface of layer 215 to
the top of the airport car park’s foundations (209a). Layer 211 (and underlying strata)
were then disturbed and truncated when the airport car park foundations, comprising
concrete pilings (209b) and pile cap beams (209a), were inserted; indeed, the concrete
pilings extended down beyond the l.o.e. The sequence in this area was then
completed by the modern CDG fill (201b) and concrete raft surfacing (201a) to a
modern ground surface of c.6.45m PD.
Again no in situ remains that might be linked to the target monuments were found in
the below-fill strata in sondage AA2B.
7.2.3 Western Sondage AA2C
In the Western Sondage AA2C, a length of the north-west facing section was cut back
down the face of the airport car park’s concrete foundations to reveal the section
shown in the annotated photograph in Figure 17. A total of eight contexts were noted
(including the modern fill and surfacing), which could then be allocated to three broad
phases of activity (see Harris Matrix in Figure 16 and Table 16.1.4b summarising
contextual, stratigraphic and finds data).
Phase 1: Early 20th-century Reclamation Fill
Here the lowest stratum identified was a reddish brown rubble/finds-rich deposit (206)
with a slightly silty, gravelly sand matrix, which was at least 0.3m thick but extended
beyond the trench base l.o.e. at c.2.7m PD. In character 206 was more similar to
deposit 203 in AA2A than it was to 212 in AA2B and, interestingly, occurred at a
similar level to 203. Sealing 206 was a reddish yellow clayey, gravelly sand layer (207),
which sandwiched a thin band of more greyish material. Layer 207 sloped downhill
from south-west to north-east, thinning as it did from c.0.4m to 0.2m.
Phase 2: Pre-Modern Structures
At their north-eastern edge layers 206/207 had apparently been truncated by the
insertion of a concrete pile-cap (205). The latter pile-cap was one of a pattern of four
regularly-spaced examples visible in the trench bottom, one of which was removed by
machine to reveal the sockets for five (average 0.15m diameter) timber piles on its
underside. On closer examination, it was noted that the pile-caps were reinforced with
mild steel bars and had been poured in situ suggesting, perhaps, that they were
significantly older than the concrete-piled foundations of the more recent airport
buildings.
Phase 3: Airport Building Foundations & Modern Fill/Surfacing
The pile-caps were then sealed by the reddish yellow gravelly, slightly clayey sand of
the CDG fill (201c), which was overlain by the airport car park foundations (209a) and
then, following the demolition of the airport buildings, 209a was sealed by further CDG
fill (201b – see description above) and surfaced in concrete (201a) – the modern
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ground level being at c.6.45m PD. Given the high water table, the difficulty of
machining through the concrete pile-caps, and the finding of marine sand at c.2.4m PD
in the other two sondages, it was decided to cease excavation at c.2.7m PD in this
area.
Here again no in situ remains that might be linked to the target monuments were found
in the below-fill strata in sondage AA2C.
7.3
Finds Evidence & Interpretation
The three sondages produced somewhat contrasting finds assemblages along the
length of the trench. It should be noted at the outset that the central sondage (AA2B)
evidenced significant levels of disturbance from a combination of the box culvert,
airport car park foundations and other, apparently earlier, concrete pile caps. The finds
discussed here are therefore mainly those from the eastern (AA2A) and western
(AA2C) sondages, which contained more contextually secure assemblages.
The finds recovered fall into two broad categories: ceramics and building materials
(including tiles, bricks and granite blocks). Dealing with the last component first, nine
rough-dressed granite blocks – two triangular and seven rectangular were recovered
from the two easternmost sondages. Of the nine, eight were recovered from layer 203
in AA2A and one triangular block was found at the interface between layers 212 and
213 in AA2B (see Plate 11a). Turning to the other finds, the assemblages of green
brick, roof-tile, floor-tile and ceramics from layers 203 (see Plates 11b-d) and 206 (see
Plates 12a-d) would support their interpretation as a building rubble fill deposit. The
ceramic assemblages from 203 and 206 are dominated by undiagnostic village wares
(VW), but also include late Qing Dynasty to early 20th-century Blue-and-White
porcelain. Layer 203 also produced a porcelain oil lamp stand (see Plate 11e) similar
to that found by ERM (2003, Fig.9.3) just the north-east of AA2 in their Trench AT6.
The only other below-fill stratum yielding finds was layer 204 in AA2A, which produced
a small and undiagnostic assemblage of roof-tile and VW ceramics (see Plate 13).
In summary, Trench AA2 revealed no pre-fill archaeological remains associated with
the Longjin Pier, its Pavilion or the Kowloon Fort. Together with the map evidence
presented in Figure 11, the results of AA2A and AA2B suggest that the landward end
of the Pier, its Pavilion and contemporary ground surfaces were significantly impacted
upon by both the pre-war Kai Tak development and later airport building foundations.
The Figure 11 map evidence suggests that AA2C (and ERM’s (2003) earlier trenches
AT9a and AT9c) were positioned over the Fort which, once again, appears to have
been significantly impacted upon by the same development groundworks mentioned
above.
Interestingly, there was no evidence of pre-fill alluvial deposits as shown on the
geological map (and found in Trench AA3 below), and the base stratum consisted of
shell-rich beach sand reaching from c.2.4m PD to the base-of-excavation level of
1.91m PD (AA2A). These findings suggest that the mapped coastline does not mark a
sharp line between marine deposits and alluvium but, rather, should be considered a
broad, ‘fuzzy’ boundary. In contrast to the lack of evidence for the main target
monuments, some evidence for what appeared to be earlier 20th-century reclamation
and somewhat later development activity was respectively evidenced by the presence
of a lower fill stratum with brick, tile and late 19th- to early 20th-century ceramics (all
sondages) and the regularly-spaced pattern of timber pile-caps, which seemed to have
been inserted through the former deposit in AA2C. The brick wall/foundation 210 in
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AA2B may also be part of a pre-modern phase of structural remains, but this
interpretation is less than conclusive. It seems likely that the lower fill deposits
throughout AA2 reflect 1920s reclamation and construction work associated with the
Kai Tack Land Development Company’s ill-fated Kowloon Bay Development.

8.

Trench AA3: Detailed Methodology, Results & Interpretation

8.1
Detailed Methodology
Trench AA3 was originally planned to be 20x5m (100m2) but, due to the presence of a
live sewer at the north-eastern end of the trench, the base-of-fill level footprint was
altered to 14x7m (98m2), which fortunately could be accommodated within the original
30x15m (450m2) surface area – see Figure 8 for trench location, Figure 3 for prereclamation topography, and Table 16.1.5a for trench coordinates, surface and baseof-excavation levels. The trench was positioned to investigate the archaeological
potential of the area immediately to the north of the former Sacred Hill, which was
previously a gently sloping coastal plain occupied by the post-coastal evacuation
historical village of Kau Pui Shek and its agricultural land. The trench was machineexcavated using a large backhoe with toothless bucket leaving a shallow covering of
fill for hand-excavation and cleaning down to the sub-fill surface at between 2.9 to
3.07m PD. Below this level the ceramic-rich sandy alluvial soil was hand-excavated,
but became increasingly unstable and mobile when water was encountered at around
2.9m PD. In order to manage the high inflow of water a pump-pit was established in
the less finds-rich central portion of the trench. However, as water rushed in the sides
collapsed and the 1.5m square pump-pit very rapidly expanded to c.3m diameter. The
water problem and concentration of finds was much more intense in the north-eastern
half of the trench and it was therefore decided to quite rapidly excavate and reduce the
level in the south-western end of the trench in an attempt to dry out the most
interesting area. Additionally, a further attempt to improve the drainage of the northeastern end was attempted using small drainage ditches around the trench base
periphery, but these also slumped and simply added to the problem. At this point a
Black Rainstorm occurred, the trench flooded, the sides collapsed and work was
suspended. The full sequence of deposits was later recovered by excavating and
hand-bailing the water from a separate 2x1.5m test pit to the north of the main trench.
In addition, a final attempt was made to pump out the trench and cut back the ENEand NNW-facing sections, which were then photographed and the former (without
loose fill overburden) was also drawn. Excavation and recording work was thus
severely hindered by the destabilising influence of a continual and high rate of water
flow through the sequence of four very sandy strata.
8.2
Results
The excavations in the main Trench AA3 and Sondage AA3A revealed the same
sequence of sandy alluvial layers, which are discussed in stratigraphic (chronological)
order below (see also Harris Matrix in Figure 18). An annotated photograph of the
sequence in Sondage AA3A is provided in Figure 19. Figures 19a and 19b
respectively show the section drawings from AA3 and AA3A, while Figure 20 shows
the trench plan. Plates 13a and 13b-e show the section photographs of AA3 and AA3A
respectively. In total 11 context numbers were allocated – one being a natural stratum,
seven being cultural layers and three modern structural elements, which were then
divided into two broad phases of human activity at AA3/AA3A (see Table 16.1.5b for
summarised contextual, stratigraphic and finds data).
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Sterile Marine Sand
At the base of the excavated sequence (c.2.85m PD) a reddish brown very slightly silty,
fine marine sand (306) was encountered, which extended beyond the base-ofexcavation at 2.74m PD in AA3A and was still visible in the base of AA3’s pump-pit at
c.2.2m PD. This sterile deposit suggests that the environs of Trench AA3 were
formerly on or near a previous sandy coastline, which was some distance westward of
the pre-reclamation historic coastline.
Phase 1: Buried Alluvial Soils
Overlying 306 was a sequence of four sandy soil layers, which became more alluviumrich and produced increasing numbers of pottery sherds towards their interface with
the modern fill.
The first of these (305) was a 0.05-0.14m thick layer of strong brown slightly silty, very
slightly gravelly sand. This layer was very similar to the underlying stratum, but did
produce a small assemblage of ceramics that was identical in character to those from
overlying strata – given the sandy nature of layer 305 and movement of water through
the soil profile, there is a good chance that the cultural materials found in this layer
may have migrated downwards from a point of deposition somewhat higher in the
profile.
Sealing 305 was a yellowish red much more gravelly, slightly clayey, very slightly silty
sand layer (304), which varied between 0.05m and 0.22m thick. At the south-western
end of Trench AA3, the upper surface of the latter layer was marked by a 0.02-0.09m
thick strong brown, rather patchy sand deposit (307) which, like 304, was very gravelly
and slightly clayey in character. Layer 307 had the appearance of a mineral ‘pan’
deposit, which are quite a common feature of sandy, waterlogged soils where minerals
are leached out of more humic, cultivated soils (above) and deposited at the upper
surface of underlying sandy/gravelly strata. Whether layer 307 extended across the
entire trench footprint was not established due to the dewatering/finds constraints in
the north-eastern half of the trench; however, the absence of layer 307 in Sondage
AA3a is informative here. So patchy and thin was layer 307 in plan that it was difficult
to differentiate between finds sitting in underlying layer 304 and others that may have
been in 307 – in the end, finds from the two strata were grouped under context number
304. The number of ceramic sherds recovered from 304/307 was greater than that in
layer 305 beneath, but drastically smaller than the massive assemblage recovered
from the layer (303) above.
Layer 303 varied in thickness from 0.15m to 0.35m and extended across the full
footprint of AA3 and AA3a, but also showed through the partially cleared fill around the
granite boulder in the north-east corner of the site. Plate14 shows a general view of
the trench during the excavation of layer 303 – the contrast in colouration from SW to
NE is striking and seems to relate to the degree of soil water retention which, in turn,
probably indicates a rather higher humic component in the soil matrix in the NE ‘half’ of
the trench. This patterning is perhaps very significant when considered in parallel with
the distribution and frequency of ceramic sherds recovered. Over much of the NE half
of the trench the density of ceramics was such that it was impossible to trowel the
surface because it consisted almost entirely of potsherds (and some roof-tile) – see
further discussion in Section 8.3 below. It should be noted that although the darker
colour can be seen in Plate 14 reaching as far south as the concrete column
(discussed below), the main density of finds was concentrated as indicated in Figure
20. Layer 303 was the uppermost of the below-fill strata, but a further context (302)
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was allocated as a means of gathering together finds during the process of hand
cleaning and removal of the last traces of fill from the surface of 303. In reality, the
assemblage recovered from 302 was indistinguishable from that of 303, which attests
to the clean and sterile nature of the overlying fill stratum (301c).
Phase 2: Modern Concrete Structures, Fill and Surfacing
Above layer 302/303 was a series of fill layers, concrete structures and surfacing. The
first of which was a yellowish red layer of gravelly, clayey sand (CDG) fill (301c). This
was followed by a concrete raft foundation (308) and a concrete pile (309) that were
overlain by a further layer of almost identical fill (301b) which, in turn, was sealed by
the modern concrete surfacing (301a) with a top level of between 5.50m PD at the
north-east and 5.80m PD at the south-west ends of the trench.
8.3
Finds Evidence & Interpretation
The key finding of this trench was a very substantial and closely dated assemblage of
Song Dynasty ceramics. Intriguingly, most of the ceramic material was recovered from
the first soil horizon encountered below the modern fill and no material earlier than the
12th century or later than the early 14th century was recovered from the below-fill strata
(contexts 302/303, 304/307 and 305. A sample of the ceramic material was examined
and this confirmed both the complete absence of Ming and Qing material as well as
the presence of some very good quality material among an assemblage dating
consistently to the Southern Song to Yuan Dynasties (P Lam Pers. Comm.). Within the
more diagnostic fineware assemblage from layer 303 were good examples of all main
types previously recorded in the Sacred Hill area as summarised by Watt (1971).
These included the following types: from Fujian – C13-14th Tongan Type Celadons
(see Plate 15), C12-14th ‘Generic’ Celadons (see Plate 16), C13-14th green-glazed
pottery from Quanzhou (see Plate 17), and C13-14th Dehua kiln Celadons (see Plate
18); from Fujian or Guangdong – C12-14th Temmoku Ware (see Plate 19); from
Jiangxi – C12-14th white/pale blue bowls manufactured at the Jingdezhen kiln (see
Plate 20); and from Zhejiang – C12-14th Longquan kiln Celadons (see Plate 21. In
addition to these diagnostic types there was perhaps six times their volume of rather
less diagnostic coarsewares which, nevertheless, would all fit within the same overall
date range. Within the layer 303 finds assemblage there was also a relatively small
collection of abraded thick roof tiles – many with textile imprint, sixteen iron objects,
and two fragments of Duanyan or calligraphy ink stone of Zhaoqing type with an
incised vase design (see Plate 22). Also from surface cleaning context 302 came four
iron objects – one probably a knife, and a single Qing Dynasty coin of Emperor
Qianlong (1736-95) – see Plate 23.
The very wet and muddy conditions in this trench severely hindered both the
excavation work itself and the interpretation of the deposits under investigation. Thus
during excavation it was unclear whether the apparent soil colour difference between
the NE and SW ends of the trench was real (i.e. two different deposits/contexts) or
simply a reflection of the poorer drainage at the NE end of the trench. The NW facing
section was the obvious place to examine such differences in colour; however, it was
virtually impossible to clean as the main in-flow of seawater underneath it led to
quicksand conditions and its repeated collapse. For Health & Safety reasons, as well
as practical ones, attempts to record it were therefore abandoned. Given this
uncertainty, it was thought wiser to use the same sequence of deposits across the full
trench footprint and leave any attempt at finer differentiation of stratigraphy for better,
drier conditions.
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As mentioned in Section 8.1 above, in an attempt to alleviate the de-watering problem
in the NE end of the trench, the much less finds-rich deposits in the south-western
‘half’ of the trench were excavated by layer through 303, 307 and down towards the
bottom of 304. As was the case in Test Pit AA3A, these layers produced Song/Yuan
sherds, but in ever-diminishing numbers with depth. The site conditions made it sadly
impossible to establish whether the large quantities of ceramics being recovered in the
NE area were contained within cut features or not. Nevertheless, the close-packed
nature and sheer density of the ceramics in the ground strongly supports their
interpretation as the result of one or more dumping events, which could have occurred
in pits or as a deep surface spread of rubbish. Moreover, moving from SW to NE
across the trench, the increasingly humic, dark and wet character of layer 303 also
could indicate greater human alteration of the alluvial deposits in the NE half of the
trench. One obvious interpretation of this pattern of soil enrichment and finds
deposition would be that the ceramics were dumped together with other organic
rubbish in a large midden.
Turning to the absence of material later than the early 14th century, the early 20thcentury mapping raises a question. It is very intriguing to note the level of human
activity implied by the early maps of this area (see, for example, Figures 3 and 4,
which record a scattering of houses (many relating to the dispersed settlement of Kau
Pui Shek) and myriad small cultivation plots. Against that historical background, the
dearth of finds dating later than the early 14th century is frankly amazing – even if the
soil profile had been drastically truncated by bulldozing and levelling in WWII or later,
one would expect some mixing and redeposition of material and to find some ceramics
of Qing, if not Ming, Dynasty date, but there was only the single coin noted above
(which could easily be a random accidental loss). Further testing of the former coastal
plain north of Sacred Hill may eventually help shed light on some, if not all, of the
questions raised by this trench.

9.

Trench AA4: Detailed Methodology, Results & Interpretation

9.1
Detailed Methodology
Trench AA4 measured 20x5m (100m2) at base-of-fill level (see Table 16.1.6a for
coordinates and levels), which required an area 30x15m (450m2) to be opened up at
the modern surface. This trench was positioned to further investigate the reclamation
fill of the Kai Tak Archaeological Site and the cultural materials it contains, which were
derived from the WWII demolition of historical villages and parts of Kowloon City by the
Japanese military for the 1942-3 airport extension (see Figure 8 for location and Figure
3 for pre-reclamation topography). The rate of water ingress in this trench was very
high and, even with multiple pumps working, it was difficult to manage the combined
inflow of seawater and freshwater. The trench bottom was therefore deemed unsafe
for hand-excavation work and the trench was excavated under close archaeological
supervision using a large backhoe mounted with a flat-bladed bucket. On the lowest
tide of the year (June 2nd) the trench was revisited, substantially drained, and part of
the north facing section was cut back by machine, tidied up and photographed.
9.2
Results
The discussion of results should be used in conjunction with the annotated photograph
in Figure 21 showing the sequence of fill deposits in the north facing section and the
trench plan in Figure 22. The stratigraphic relationships discussed below are
expressed graphically in a Harris Matrix, which can be seen in Figure 23. A total of
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eight contexts were allocated, which fell within four broad phases (see Table 16.1.6b
for summarised contextual, stratigraphic and finds data).
Phase 1: Sterile Clay with Wooden Stakes
The lowest layer identified in AA4 was a sterile light red very sandy and silty clay (404),
which was only noted in the base of the trench at c.2.6m PD. Projecting vertically from
the surface of this layer was a rough ‘line’ of three wooden stakes (405) with rough-cut
tops (see Plate 24): the westernmost measured 0.04m diameter by 0.43m long; the
middle stake – some 0.72m to the east – was also 0.04m diameter by 0.25m long; and
0.45m to the east, the third was 0.03m diameter by 0.19m long. Similar wooden stakes
have been recorded in previous work by ERM (2203) at their Trenches AT7 and in the
AMO monitoring of construction works for the Box Culvert re-encountered in Trench
AA2. However, these others were mostly much longer and thicker and were, quite
reasonably, interpreted as timber piles, mooring posts or bridge supports – the three
under discussion here were perhaps too flimsy to be anything other than mooring
posts for small vessels. The location of AA4 on the former foreshore also fits with this
interpretation (see further discussion below).
Phase 2: WWII Reclamation Fill
Overlying 404 was a very mixed and variable deposit which, for convenience, was
allocated two context numbers to differentiate between areas of this lower fill layer that
were very rubble-rich and mixed in appearance (403a) and those that evidenced very
distinct banding (403b). Layer 403a was up to 1.3m thick and had a matrix of yellowish
brown, silty, very gravelly sand, but comprised mainly of very dense concentrations of
building rubble (see finds discussion below). In contrast, the portion of layer 403b
visible in Figure 21 comprised a series of six diagonal bands – the uppermost of which
was similar in character to 403a. Beneath this uppermost band were three bands of
reddish yellow slightly clayey, gravelly sand sandwiching two bands of reddish brown
clayey, gravelly sand. When viewed collectively, the morphology of layers 403a and
403b provide a strong indication that they accumulated through a process of end
tipping, which advanced from west to east across the area occupied by the trench.
Looking at Figure 21 again, if we ignore the later disturbance of 402/401c and accept
that the left-hand (easternmost) dark band of 403b is the same as 403a, this appears
to indicate that (in the area of AA4 at least) a succession of quite clean CDG-based fill
deposits (403b) were added to the reclamation before the main rubble-derived fill
(403a) was deposited.
Phase 3: Post-War Timber-Piled Concrete Foundations
In the north facing section of Trench AA4 (Figure 21) layer 403a (to the east) was
separated from layer 403b (to the west) by the insertion of one of several timber-piled
concrete foundation structures noted in the trench – in this case an (already removed)
concrete pile-cap (402), which was located in the area indicated by the rectangular box.
Other larger timber-piled concrete foundations were visible cutting through the WWII
reclamation fill as exemplified in Plate 25, where the banded tip-lines of the latter are
clearly visible beneath the concrete raft and between the timber pilings. These
structures can only be dated as post-war but, given their use of timber pilings, are
likely to be pre-1960s in date.
Phase 4: Modern Fill and Tarmac Surfacing
The portion of layers 403a and 403b that was cut away to insert this pile-cap was
subsequently backfilled with yellowish red clayey, gravelly sand - clean CDG fill (401c).
Above that was a reddish-yellow slightly clayey, gravelly sand (401b), which was rich
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in aggregate and can be interpreted as the make-up and hard-core layer for the
modern tarmac surfacing (401a). The modern surface level varied between c.5.50m on
the south side and c.5.70m PD on the north side of the trench.
9.3
Finds Evidence & Interpretation
Both 403a and 403b contained a similar assemblage of finds, although the vast
majority of the material recovered came from 403a, all the finds from the WWII fill were
collected against context 403. As Plates 25a-c show, there were very significant
quantities of green and red bricks, granite building blocks (mostly of quite regular
size – averaging around 0.40x0.25x0.20m in size), drainpipe fragments, roof and floor
tile, concrete rubble, and a mixture of blue-and-white porcelain and less diagnostic
village wares. On initial examination, the ceramics suggested a date for the material
spanning the 19th and early 20th century. Taken as a whole, the material recovered
from 403 did not reflect the disposal of domestic rubbish but, rather, appeared to have
resulted from the demolition of entire buildings (floor tiles, walls, drainpipes and roofing
material). The obvious and most sensible interpretation of this material is that it related
to the WWII reclamation fill, which mainly comprised of rubble from buildings
demolished to make way for the new runway.

10.
Trench AA5: Detailed Methodology
The original east-west orientated 20x5m Trench AA5 was positioned to explore the
predicted intersection point of the Longjin Pier and the 1924 Seawall (see Figure 8 for
location). Upon discovery of a section of the Longjin Pier and 1924 seawall, a series of
four extensions were undertaken (AA5A-AA5D: see Figure 24 for locations. The
extensions were added running diagonally across the original trench from NW to SE
which, in the end, measured 139m in length – 70x10m in the central portion, with NW
and SE portions measuring 29.5x5m and 39.5x5m respectively. The overall area of the
base-of-fill footprint was thus approximately 1100m2 (see Table 16.1.7a for trench
coordinates, and surface and base-of-excavation levels) which necessitated the
opening up of an area covering some 2900m2 at the modern surface. Water was
encountered at roughly 2.4m PD, although the level rose and fell with the tide.
The original trench and first south-eastern extension (AA5B) was excavated using a
large backhoe with a flat-bladed bucket under close archaeological supervision, while
the lower fill was removed by hand. After the discovery of the Longjin Pier within the
original Trench AA5, a more detailed methodology – specifically tailored to suit the
excavation of any further Pier elements - was drafted by AAL, formally agreed with
AMO, and applied (where practicable) to the remaining extension areas (AA5A, AA5C
and AA5D). In essence, the detailed methodology involved the following steps:
machine removal of fill to a minimum of 0.3m above the predicted surface level of the
Pier which, based on the best-preserved length identified in the original trench AA5,
lay at 2.6m PD; hand probing of fill (see Figure 25 for outline of area probed) to a
maximum depth of 0.7m below that level – i.e. to c.1.9m PD) and then machine
removal of such hand-tested fill to a general minimum excavation level of around 2.2m
PD. Such machining was conducted with the backhoe positioned off the Pier’s
alignment to limit loadings on any buried structural remains.
In contrast, in the north-westernmost 24m of Extension AA5D (under the Terminal
Building) reinforced concrete foundations (see Plate 26 and Figure 25) extended
across the entire predicted footprint of the Pier and continued well below the 2.2m PD
limit of excavation (l.o.e.) applied elsewhere in Trench AA5 and its extensions. A
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machine-mounted concrete breaker spent more than two weeks attempting to clear the
latter structures, but the task was abandoned at c.1.9m PD with no end in sight. It was
therefore impossible to hand-probe and test for Pier remains below the concrete
foundations but, despite such constraints, a fairly consistent base of testing (l.o.e.)
level was nevertheless achieved throughout the northern extensions AA5A and AA5D.
To the south of Extension AA5B, the 40m-long Extension AA5C was so full of remains
associated with the Pier that only limited areas in-between were available for probe
testing, but see discussion of results in such areas below.

11.
Trench AA5: Results, Finds and Interpretation
As introduced above, Trench AA5 grew from its humble 20x5m origins into a very
substantial excavation involving the identification of 40 contexts, of which 31 were
structural elements associated with the Longjin Pier, 1924 Seawall and later activity,
and nine were physically associated deposits/layers (see overall plan in Figure 26 and
Harris Matrix in Figure 27 below). When analysed stratigraphically these resolved
themselves into five broad phases of activity, within which it was possible to delineate
further sub-phases. The discussion of results proceeds in chronological order
beginning with the earliest phase and concluding with the most recent. For
convenience, interpretive labels (and abbreviated codes derived from them) are
ascribed during this process, but these are then more fully justified in the interpretive
discussions, which amalgamate the stratigraphic, finds and, if appropriate, historical
evidence. First, though, we must set out the physical evidence.
11.1 Natural Marine Deposits
Marine Sand
Close to the intersection point of the Longjin Pier and the 1924 Seawall in the original
trench, the reclamation fill was cleaned back to reveal a grey shell-rich, coarse marine
sand (506), which lay at approximately 2.3m PD. This marine sand was the
stratigraphically lowest stratum recorded in AA5. Further traces of similar material
were noted to the south of the Seawall in Extension AA5B, but it was unclear (in the
very wet conditions) whether these were in situ or had been redeposited during later
reclamation work.
11.2 Phase 1: The Original Granite Longjin Pier
The earliest phase of cultural activity identified in AA5 was also undoubtedly the most
exciting as it consisted of the one length of the Longjin Pier (see Plate 27 and Figure
28) that had survived in its original granite form (despite multiple phases of later
disturbance - see below). The Longjin Pier was constructed like a southern Chinese
bridge with massive stone supporting pillars spanned by horizontal stone-slab decking
(five long rectangular stones per span), all of which was made from the same Kwun
Tong grey granite (Hase 2001a, 12-21). In total nine supporting pillars (allocated
context numbers 508a-i on site and, henceforth, structure codes SP1 to SP9 ), oneand-a-half spans of granite decking (allocated context numbers 507a & b on site and,
henceforth, structure codes GD1 and GD2), and the original pier-end structure
(allocated context number 511 on site and, henceforth, structure code PES) were
identified within what added up to an almost 60m-long section of the granite Pier
(roughly a third of its original length). The best-preserved portion was that identified in
the original Trench AA5 and this logically provides the soundest basis for a more
detailed description of the structure. It should be reiterated here that, despite
systematic probing to 0.7m below the Pier’s upper surface level, no in situ or
redeposited remains of the Longjin Pier were found in the 40m gap between the north-
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western end of the well-preserved spans and the south-eastern edge of the Terminal
Building foundations. For convenient reference, Figures 11 and 26a depict a map of
1903, which shows the elements of the original granite Pier, upon which the
components discussed below are highlighted.
The Well-Preserved Spans: SP1 to SP3, GD1 and GD2
As clearly demonstrated by Supporting Pillar SP2 (see Plate 28, Figure 28 and Figure
29), the supporting pillars were hexagonal in plan and, in this instance, measured
3.61m wide (SW-NE) by 2.60m long (SE-NW). When accurately surveyed using a
Total Station Theodolite (TST), the upper surface of the well-preserved supporting
pillar was recorded at an average level of 2.62m PD, which seems to have been
consistently maintained for the upper surface of the Pier between SP1 and the PES
(see also discussion of Phase 3 Concrete Spans below). The pillars were constructed
from rough-dressed granite blocks, which were laid in parallel layers and bonded
together by a sandy orange mortar. The uppermost layer of stonework was set
perpendicular (SW-NE) to the long axis of the Pier and the decking slabs, thus creating
both a strong structure and an aesthetically pleasing effect. The supporting pillars were
further strengthened by laying the stones of each successive layer at right angles to
the one above (this is beautifully evidenced in the orientations and levels of stonework
in the less well-preserved pillars – see below). The blocks in the upper layer of SP2
varied in size from the largest structural element at c.0.19m thick by 0.3m wide by
1.43m long, to those as small as 0.17m by 0.18m (in plan) used for in-filling purposes.
The outer ends of larger blocks in SP2’s upper layer had been mitred off to form the
hexagonal outline of the pillar. A small and intriguing feature of SP2’s upper surface
was a 0.12m diameter cylindrical socket cut into the south-western end of the largest
stone block, which was filled to within 0.05m of the surface with sandy yellowish clay.
The well-known photograph of the Pier (see Plate 7) gives no clue as to the original
purpose of this socket as no other examples are visible and the pillar in question here
was almost certainly behind the photographer. One can reasonably hypothesise that
the socket might have carried a stone bollard or perhaps a wooden or iron post of
some sort. Local to SP2 the marine sand (506) was excavated to around 2.2m PD,
which exposed enough of the NE and SW facing elevations to demonstrate that the
second course of stonework was indeed laid at right-angles to the uppermost and
comprised stones measuring c.0.15m thick (see Plate 29). Some evidence for cement
repairs could be seen at the weakest and most exposed point in SP2 - where small
triangular granite blocks completed the upper surface layer of stonework beside the
ends of the decking slabs (e.g. see Plate 30).
Supporting Pillar SP2 was found with two sets of five granite decking slabs still in situ
resting on its north-western (GD1) and south-eastern (GD2) sides (see Plate 27 and
Figure 28) – although GD1 had fractured in mid-span and collapsed, while GD2 had
been cut off to accommodate the 1924 Seawall (see Phase 2 below). The most striking
characteristic of the five decking slabs comprising Granite Decking GD1 was their
sheer length in relation to their quite slender cross-section. Working from SW to NE
the slabs measured as follows:
GD1A: 2.15m/2.37m long (4.52m total) by 0.46m wide by 0.32m thick;
GD1B: 2.37m/2.21m long (4.58m total) by 0.45m wide;
GD1C: 2.52m/1.99m long (4.51m total) by 0.43m wide;
GD1D: 1.80m/2.87m long (4.67m total) by 0.36m wide; and
GD1E: 2.00m/2.51m long (4.51m total) by 0.43m wide by 0.33m thick.
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(NB: for each slab the lengths given are for portions north and south of the break and
the total (in brackets), while the thickness of the middle three slabs was not
measurable).
Turning to Granite Decking GD2 and similarly working from SW to NE the slabs
measured as follows:
GD2A: 2.74m long by 0.45m wide by 0.33m thick;
GD2B: 2.66m long by 0.46m wide;
GD2C: 2.76m long by 0.44m wide;
GD2D: 2.88m long by 0.40m wide;
GD2E: 2.80m long by 0.44m wide by 0.33m thick.
(NB: the thickness of the middle three slabs was not measurable).
At the northern end of decking GD1 lay the robbed-out remains of Supporting Pillar
SP1 (see Plate 31, Figures 28 and 29), which had had its upper layer of stonework
removed – thus revealing the fragmentary remains of the second course of stones
aligned NW-SE. The sandy orange mortar used to bond the pillars together was very
much in evidence on this and other similarly reduced examples to the south-east (for
example SP4 and SP6). An average level of 2.40m PD was recorded for the upper
surface of this second course. By having the supporting pillars at both ends of this
north-westernmost span it was possible to ascertain that the gap between them (i.e.
the unsupported span) was c.3.44m and the pillars were constructed at c.6m intervals
along the length of the Pier (measuring from centre to centre on each pillar). An initial
taped measurement from the centre of SP1 confirmed that this was approximately the
case all the way south-east to the Pier-end structure (see further discussion in Phase 3
below).
This proposed spacing was also borne out by the position of Supporting Pillar SP3
(see Plate 32, Figures 28 and 29 which, although seriously disturbed by later
construction works (see Phase 2), lay at 12m centres from SP1. In accord with the
findings at SP1, SP3 appeared to have also been robbed-out down to its second
course of stonework, which was orientated NW-SE and produced average surface
levels of c.2.35m PD.
Supporting Pillars SP4 to SP6
Supporting Pillar SP4 lay a further 6m south-east of SP3 and had had its upper two
layers of stonework robbed out to reveal the upper surface of the third course (the
ground plan showing the pillars can be seen in Figure 30). That this was the case can
be supported both by the average 2.94m PD level on the surface and, perhaps more
convincingly, by the SW-NE orientation of the stonework. Again, the orange sandy
mortar was visible between the stones and formed an amorphous spread across the
centre of the pillar (see Plate 33). Pillar SP4 was unique in that it had two iron or mild
steel bars protruding from in-between the stonework and spaced about 1.2m apart.
These had both been bent over at 90 degrees close to the surface of the pillar, but had
probably originally projected vertically out of the upper surface of the Pier. Given their
spacing, if they were an original feature of the granite Pier, they would have been
something of a barrier to movement along its length.
The position of Supporting Pillar SP5 was marked by a large sub-rectangular roughdressed granite block measuring 1.63m long by 0.35m wide by c.0.30m thick (see
Figure 30 and Plate 34). The physical evidence suggests that SP5 had been rather
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more disturbed than the other pillars; however, further excavation under drier
conditions would clarify this matter. Hand-probing in the area around the
aforementioned granite block did confirm the presence of a larger structure below the
l.o.e.
The remains of Supporting Pillar SP6 contrasted markedly with those of SP5, but had
much in common with SP1 and SP3 (see Figures 28 and 30 and Plate 35). A similar
degree of robbing-out was evidenced and, once again, the upper surface layer of
dressed stonework had been removed leaving the second mortar-bonded course of
NW-SE orientated stones visible. A consistent second course level averaging around
2.36m PD was noted, which also tallies well with the figures of 2.4m and 2.35m PD for
SP1 and SP3 respectively.
Supporting Pillars SP7 to SP9
The location of Supporting Pillar SP7 was marked by a large rectangular granite slab
measuring 1.49m long by 0.44m wide in plan, which was orientated SW-NE and had a
surface level of 2.2m PD (see Figure 31 and Plate 36). Interestingly, an almost
identical slab with the same orientation and a surface level of 2.25m PD was also
noted on the southern side of SP6. Probing of the area around the block indicated the
presence of further structural remains below the l.o.e. Pillar SP7 had been reused as
the support for the north-western end of the first of two lengths of concrete Pier
decking, which together spanned SP7 to SP9 (see Section 11.4 - Phase 3b below).
Under the middle of the two concrete spans lay the remains of Supporting Pillar SP8
(see Figure 31 and Plate 37) whose upper surface had been coated in a brown sandy
mortar (surface level 2.5m PD), which seems to have formed part of the concrete
rebuild of the Pier (see Phase 3b below). When this later rebuild occurred, the upper
layer of stonework was either already missing or was intentionally removed to
accommodate the new structures. Whatever the case, the granite structure of SP8 was
reduced to that second course level, but could clearly be seen beneath the later
modifications.
At the south-eastern end of the concrete spans was Supporting Pillar SP9 (see Figure
31), which bore the same scars of later modification noted at SP8. A clear photograph
could not be taken here due to standing water, but the outline was traced by the
surveyors by ‘feeling’ around the outline with the TST prism staff. The height of SP9
suggested that it too had been reduced in height by one course of granite stonework
prior to the construction of the concrete span and, here, the brown mortar surface had
an average level of 2.3m PD.
The Pier-End Structure (PES)
A much larger and more complex structure was discovered some 4m to the south-east
of SP9 which, despite its evidence for multiple phases of modification, was originally
constructed from the same grey granite blocks as the other Phase 1 Pier elements
(see Figure 31 and Plate 38). Although much of the upper surface of the structure was
blanketed in concrete, enough of the underlying structure was visible at its northwestern end and around its periphery to confirm that the upper surfacing of granite had
been laid (like that of SP2) with a SW-NE orientation. It is notable that the average
surface level of this granite stonework was 2.64m PD, which is virtually identical to the
level recorded for the upper surface of SP2. This finding has two obvious implications:
firstly, that the original Pier was very carefully surveyed and built with great care and
skill and, secondly, that it was probably set absolutely level along its entire length and
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had not, as was speculated during the excavation, risen slightly towards its landward
end. Along the south-western edge of the PES the second course of granite stonework
is visible, which produced an upper surface level of 2.42m PD. The historical map
evidence (see Section 4.1 above, Figures 6 and 11 – overlay map) records a Pier End
Structure with a broad ‘T’-shaped plan and, although this map evidence is late in the
life of the Pier, it appears that this shape was a survival from the original Qing Dynasty
design of 1875. The PES had an overall length of 7.53m and was 5.07m in width. If the
later maps reflect features that existed earlier in the Pier’s use, it seems possible that
there may be sets of granite landing steps going down the south-west facing and
north-east facing elevations of the PES (these may be similar to those found by ERM
(2003, Figure 7.2) on the section of 1924 Seawall in their Trench AT4). This
hypothesis also seems to be supported by the physical evidence in Plate 39, which
shows the location of the supposed staircase on the SW-facing elevation and the top
‘step’ (arrowed). Note that this ‘step’ is better-finished and smoother than the other
granite blocks around it (as was the case in the ERM Trench AT4 steps), which was
perhaps a safety feature of the original design, but could also have resulted from usewear.
11.3 Phase 2: The 1920s Kowloon City Reclamation and 1924 Seawall
As Section 4.2 described, the northern part of Kowloon Bay was reclaimed for
development in the early 1920s, thus burying the landward end of the Longjin Pier, but
leaving the portion to the seaward side of the 1924 Seawall intact. However, as
discussed in Phase 1 above, rather than burying the Pier under the 1920s’ reclamation,
the evidence currently available suggests that it was systematically robbed out prior to
the deposition of fill strata. As already established in ERM’s (2003) recent work, the
1924 Seawall survives beneath the airport reclamation and was constructed in the
main as a sloping-faced wall with occasional vertical-faced lengths with steps for
landing purposes. ERM’s (2003) Trenches AT10a and AT10b were used as guide to
the positioning of AAL’s Trench AA5 in this project which, not surprisingly, was able to
relocate a length of the 1924 Seawall immediately to west of that discovered in the
earlier work.
Before discussing the remains of the Seawall itself, a brief discussion of the method of
early land reclamation in Hong Kong would seem appropriate. Between 1880 and the
mid-50s government reclamation in Hong Kong was described by Lumb (1976, 299) as
a process of “straightening out the coast line by constructing substantial sea-walls and
filling in the enclosed lagoons by public dumping”. Based on the evidence presented
above for the character of the lower fill recovered from Trench AA2, it would seem that
rubbish dumping formed at least part of the volume of fill used in the 1920s
reclamation – whether this was the case across the entire area of fill will be explored
below. Before that, though, some further examination of the process of reclamation is
necessary and again Lumb is useful here:
“The usual procedure is to construct the sea-wall first, leaving a gap to be completed
at the last stage of the work. Filling in of the site proceeds from the landward
boundaries inwards, by end-tipping from trucks, dumping progressively up to final
formation. No compaction of the fill is carried out, other than the nominal compaction at
the surface from the construction plant running over the site” (Lumb 1976, 302-3).
Any soft mud and clay would gradually be displaced and eventually forced out through
the gap in the seawall, which would then be sealed thus completing the process. Lumb
(1976, Fig.4) also includes in his paper diagrams showing sloping-faced (“pitched
slope”) and vertical-faced (“block wall”) seawall designs (see Figure 32). The latter
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diagram is informative in the interpretation of the remains encountered in Trench AA5
and, indeed, ERM’s (2003) earlier discoveries.
The 1924 Seawall
In the original Trench AA5 a 13.5m-long sloping-faced portion of the 1924 Seawall was
discovered in the western half of the excavation, while a shorter 3.3m length was
noted at the eastern end of the trench – an overall length of 25.7m was thus exposed
(see Figure 28 and Plate 40). Between these two sections a later concrete box-culvert
(502) had carved through and largely destroyed a 9m-long portion of the Seawall. This
destruction had one obvious archaeological benefit in that it created a good
opportunity to view the Seawall in section (see Plate 41, schematic section in Figure
32a and compare with Figure 32 showing Lumb’s seawall diagram). The 1924 Seawall
clearly reflects the latter design in that it has a granite rubble core/foundation (504)
faced with rough-dressed granite blocks (503), which were mostly sub-square in ‘plan’
and measured between 0.44m by 0.42m to 0.37m by 0.36m and averaged 0.27m thick.
The facing stones were set in regular horizontal courses with no obvious attempt to
‘key’ successive courses together. The raised mortar bonding between the facings was
of good quality and measured between 0.02m and 0.03m in width. The rubble
core/foundation has in fact two separate components: a central structural core of large
angular granite blocks (504a) measuring between 0.48m by 0.34m by 0.18m to 0.30m
by 0.20m by 0.18m in size; and, to the rear (landward) of that (and possibly below it) a
wider spread of much smaller crushed granite aggregate (504b) measuring between
0.12m by 0.09m by 0.07m to 0.04m by 0.03m by 0.02m in size. The full cross-section
of the Seawall was not exposed, but a figure of close to 3m (including foundations)
seems likely for the width, while a height of at least 2m was recorded for the portion
exposed (but not bottomed) during the excavation. The top of the Seawall was sealed
by a skim of concrete, creating a flat surface at c.3.65m PD.
The 1920s Reclamation Fill
Filling the space behind the Seawall was yellowish red sandy, gravelly clay CDG fill
layer (505), which had an approximate upper surface of 3.3m PD and reached all the
way down to the marine sand (506) at around 2.3m PD. Although mostly clean in its
upper portion, fill layer 505 included within its lower reaches an interesting range of
cultural materials including five large granite blocks (Plate 42a), a length of ‘I’-section
rail (Plate 42b), decorative wrought ironwork (Plate 42c), bricks, pottery and tile (Plates
42d-f). The five large rectangular granite blocks were all of the same design – each
being roughly 1m by 0.75m in plan by c.0.45m thick, with one of their long faces finely
dressed and others only roughly so. The blocks had a V-shaped groove running
vertically down the centre of each end so that when the blocks were placed together
the grooves formed a square into which some form of locking key was probably placed.
Consultation with the CEDD resident Site Engineer revealed that the blocks were of a
type used in vertical-faced seawalls but, here, they had been dumped as a loose group
in the reclamation fill. The rail is particularly interesting in the historical context of the
1920s’ reclamation for which a temporary railway was built to ferry materials to the
development site (Chiu et al. 2001, 163). If, as suggested by Lumb (1976), the
reclamation work would have been completed at the Seawall, then that might be the
most likely location for discarded rails to be dumped. The wrought ironwork is rather
undiagnostic to the untrained eye, but would surely not be out of place on an early
20th-century balcony. The green/red brick and tile are typical of material recovered
from late 19th- to early 20th-century contexts and this is certainly borne out by the
ceramics. The two ‘star finds’ of the layer 505 assemblage both relate to calligraphy
and comprise a shale/slate ink mixing dish with decorative motif and a ceramic brush
holder.
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The presence of all manner of building debris, ceramics and other domestic objects
within the lower fill behind the 1924 Seawall supports the notion that at least part of the
early reclamation fill consisted of dumped rubbish. The bulk of the fill to the rear of the
1924 Seawall was, however, clean CDG. From the evidence set out above, it would
appear that the line of the 1924 Seawall (perhaps not unexpectedly) constitutes a
significant border in terms of the state of preservation of the Longjin Pier. Putting the
well-preserved spans (Phase 1: GD1-2 and SP1-3) to one side, behind the Seawall
there seems to have been a systematic robbing-out of Pier structures, perhaps for use
in the 1920s housing/commercial development whereas, to the seaward side, the
Pier’s remains seem, in the most part, to have simply been buried under the WWII
reclamation fill (although see impacts evidenced in Phase 4 below).
In concluding this discussion of Phase 2 developments, it must be acknowledged that
the positioning of the 1924 Seawall in the overall phasing of Trench AA5 is somewhat
problematic. Stratigraphically speaking, it can only be placed later than the original
granite Pier and earlier than the 1920s’ reclamation fill, which built up behind the
Seawall. The map evidence is useful here, in that the 1904 map (Figure 3) and that of
1924 (Figure 5) both show the Pier with the original short PES and, beyond that, a
further ‘kinked’ extension. Thus in 1924, after the Seawall was built, the Pier was still
kinked and still had its short PES – this is important, because it seems to confirm that
the 1910 concrete rebuild was focused on the kinked wooden extension and was
nothing to do with the concrete modification of the granite PES or the addition of coaligned structures beyond it as found on site and as shown in the 1932 map (see
Figure 6). For these latter reasons, the 1924 Seawall was placed earlier than the
concrete Pier-end structures discussed in Section 11.4.
11.4 Phase 3: The Concrete Rebuild of the original Longjin Pier
As already mentioned, the original granite PES bore the scars of much modification in
concrete subsequent to its initial phase of use in the late Qing Dynasty. In addition to
the changes wrought at the Pier end, there are also the two concrete spans (CS1 and
CS2) reusing SP7 to SP9, which presumably were once accompanied by a third such
span between SP9 and the PES – this is informed speculation, but the arguments
supporting this idea will be set out in due course. To the south-east of the original Pier
end there are also the remains of the two ‘Dolphin’ Piers and their Wooden Fenders.
Additionally, there is another concrete structure disappearing into the south-west
facing trench slope, which respects the north-eastern side of the PES and could be the
start of a Pier extension heading in an easterly direction. The latter was, however,
barely uncovered and remains a confusing and enigmatic feature.
The concrete modification of the PES and the addition of the Dolphin Piers collectively
reflect the morphology of part of the Pier-end modifications shown in the 1932 map.
Figure 33 shows this map with the Phase 3 (and some earlier) elements highlighted for
easy reference. Based on the stratigraphic and stylistic evidence, the above collection
of concrete additions can be tentatively ascribed to four sub-phases of activity the first
of which, Phase 3a, is discussed next.
Phase 3a: The Concrete Modification of the PES
The stratigraphically earliest concrete addition to the Longjin Pier was the horizontal
surfacing added to the PES (512), the outline of which is highlighted on the phase plan
in Figure 34. The surface of this c.0.10m thick layer carries a pattern of SW-NE
orientated parallel grooves spaced some 0.06m apart, which appear to have been
designed to provide a more slip-resistant surface (a similar, but wider-spaced (0.10m),
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pattern of grooving is evidenced on Phase 3b elements – see below). Although this
Phase 3a surfacing is demonstrably stratigraphically earlier than some elements in
Phase 2b, the actual period between their construction dates may have been very
short indeed – of which more below.
Phase 3b: The Large-Scale Concrete Refurbishment of the Granite Pier
Staying with the last idea, two further concrete additions to the PES were identified
during the excavation (see Figure 34 and Plate 38): these comprised a sloping length
of wall (513a) measuring c.4.40m long NW-SE by c.0.33m thick and dog-legged in
plan, which was attached to and clearly contemporary with a sloping concrete ‘ramp’
(513b). The base of the incline at the north-western end of the ramp was at 2.74m PD,
which rose to 3.19m PD at the south-eastern end of the wall – a rise of 0.45m over a
total horizontal distance of about 5.8m (if the ramp was originally this long it would give
a gentle gradient of 1 in 13). With viewed in elevation, 513b was clearly added after
Phase 3a surface 512 was already in place – the relationship of wall 513a with the
latter surface was, however, somewhat less clear. Looking at the Phase 3b PES in
more detail, two further things become apparent: firstly, along the south-western edge
of the PES are hints that a wall the same thickness as 513a may have previously
existed there; secondly, if landing steps were part of the original granite PES, these
would have been effectively blocked-off when wall 513a (and any wall opposite it) were
constructed – this has significant implications, which are addressed in the closing
discussion for this section. Around the south-eastern edge of the PES were other
traces of concrete walling, some apparently in situ, others clearly forming a demolition
spread. The south-east facing elevation of the PES – comprising the granite original
and traces of concrete superstructure – had been painted with a black bituminous
paint to protect them from seawater. Interestingly, while this is a useful measure for
concrete, it is unnecessary for granite and probably shows that when the concrete was
being treated the stonework (perhaps for aesthetic reasons) was painted as well. This
paint is a small piece of evidence, but does tie in the later phases of modification of the
PES with structures added in Phase 3c (see below).
First, however, there is the outstanding question of the two collapsed concrete spans
between SP7 and SP9 to be resolved (see Figure 31 and Plate 43. As mentioned
previously, the upper surface of concrete ramp 513b carried a regular pattern of
parallel NW-SE orientated grooves spaced at 0.10m intervals, which was identical to
that evidenced on the two concrete spans CS1 and CS2 a short distance to the northwest. In addition, the concrete fabric in both locations was almost identical in
appearance (if necessary, scientific testing could provide a definitive answer here).
These two spans were identical in construction, having a single row of mild steel
reinforcing rods running horizontally through the body of the decking, which were just
about visible at the edges of the fractured concrete, but did not show up well in
photographs. When the spans collapsed the lower half of the concrete had sheared off
giving the impression during excavation that the decking was much thinner than was
originally the case, however, an as-built thickness of c.0.25cm seems likely. In plan the
two spans had a ‘waisted’ profile – narrower at between 0.94-1.0m wide along most of
their length and then flaring out to 1.3-1.4m wide at the supporting pillars (although
both spans had clearly crumbled away at these locations and the original width must
therefore have been wider). The surviving fragments of horizontal concrete decking
over pillars SP8 and SP9 demonstrated that, although CS1 and CS2 appeared quite
poorly constructed, a consistent surface level had been maintained at 2.64m PD and
2.61m PD respectively.
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Concrete spans CS1 and CS2 reused the pre-existing granite supporting pillars which,
of course, indicates that for whatever reason the granite decking needed replacing on
at least these two spans, probably also the one between SP9 and the PES, and
perhaps more – why? Had the granite decking cracked, or was it removed by people
who had forgotten the former significance of the monument and simply saw a
convenient source of already-quarried granite? Whatever the case, what can be said is
that CS1 and CS2 are almost certainly part of the same phase of refurbishment
evidenced by wall 513a and ramp 513b on the PES. When this concrete rebuild
occurred is difficult to say, but the earliest historical reference to such work dates to
1910 when, as noted in Section 4.2, a concrete extension was added to the Pier. A
word of caution though, it is always dangerous to uncritically situate archaeological
findings in a convenient historical context – all we can really say is that Phases 3a and
3b (and indeed 2c) are likely to date somewhere between the 1910 extension and the
deposition of the 1942-3 reclamation fill for the new runway. Placing such caveats to
one side for now, it is possible that while the Pier was being extended in concrete (see
Phases 3c and 3d below) some of the existing granite structure was also refurbished in
similar style. Reflecting back on the evidence from the PES, the concrete Wall 513a
and Ramp 513b perhaps suggest that the Phase 3b PES modifications were designed
to articulate with different points of access on and off the Pier. Given the nature of
these latter design changes, it would seem logical that such points of access would
have to be higher (see Phase 3d for further discussion) and/or further seaward of the
PES, which brings us nicely to Phase 3c and its evidence for just such an extension.
Phase 3c: The Dolphin Pier Extension
To the south-east of the PES the removal of upper fill layers revealed a rough
aggregate surface which, when tested using two small sondages (S1 and S2) and a
larger area of excavation immediately to the south-east of the PES (see Figure 37),
was shown to overlay a series of clay-and-sand make-up layers and the WWII
reclamation fill (see Phase 4 for a discussion of these layers). Section drawings and
photographs of S1 can be seen in Figure 35 and Plates 43a-d and of S2 in Figure 36
and Plates 43e-g. Beneath this latter sequence of deposits was identified the remains
of two substantial concrete structures, both clearly of similar design, but only partially
revealed during the present project (allocated context numbers 517 and 522 on site –
henceforth referred to by structure codes DP1 and DP2 respectively). The lack of
similar remains in Sondage S1 confirmed that two discrete structures were present
rather than one long one; however, it is probable that they were originally linked by
some form of bridging structure. Such structures are commonly known as ‘Dolphin
Piers’ and their approximate footprints are marked with dashed lines on Figure 37 (see
also Plates 43 and 44). In The north-western edge of DP1 was identified some 4.7m
south-east of the PES (level on NW corner at 2.80m PD) while the north-westernmost
part of DP2 identified was some 14.5m beyond the end of the PES (level on upper
surface 2.79m PD). The length of DP1 is estimated to be 6m overall, while DP2 could
be somewhat longer at perhaps 7m in length – their widths could not be established in
the present project but may be assumed to have been no greater than the 5m width of
the PES. The two Dolphins were made from mild steel-reinforced concrete (rods were
visible on the damaged upper surfaces) and had vertical legs at their south-western
side with diagonal members sloping down towards the north-east where, presumably,
there are corresponding vertical legs, which remain to be discovered. The concrete
superstructure of DP1 and DP2 had clearly been demolished and levelled prior to or,
more likely, during the WWII reclamation work (see Phase 4 below). In common with
the later phases of the PES, the exterior surface of each Dolphin was painted with
black bituminous paint to protect it from seawater.
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In addition, a group of relatively small, but highly significant, features were identified
along the south-western side of the Dolphin Piers. These were a series of three
rectangular-section vertical hardwood posts, which were positioned exactly in line with
the outer face of DP1 and DP2 and seemed to have some functional association with
the Dolphin Piers (moving from NW to SE these were allocated context numbers 520a,
b and c on site – hereafter coded FP1 to FP3 respectively). Further clues as to their
function were provided by the pairs of large steel bolts mounted with square washers
and nuts, which were still in situ on the two best-preserved examples (FP2 and FP3)
(see Figure 37 and Plates 45 and 46). Post FP2 also still had the lower half of its
hardwood spacer block in situ with its bolts. In contrast, the north-westernmost of the
three posts (FP1) was in poor condition and appeared never to have carried the bolts
evidenced in the other two – why this might be was unclear, but a somewhat different
means of attachment is implied. Despite the loss of the Dolphin Piers’ superstructure
(presumably during WWII, which may also account for the smashed condition of FP1)
it was evident that FP2 and FP3 must have originally been bolted to the side of the
Dolphin Piers.
In summarising Phase 3c, Dolphin Piers are specifically designed to transfer the lateral
thrust of vessels berthing on one side of the structure down into the seabed. All the
evidence presented above indicates that in this instance vessels were tying-up on the
south-western side of the Piers. This is supported by the arrangement of SW-NE
aligned diagonal cross-members in the Dolphin Pier structure and the location of the
wooden fender posts (FP1-FP3) bolted to that side. A useful indication of an overlap in
the date of construction and use of the concrete PES and the Dolphins was provided
by their common alignment; the south-west facing elevations of the PES, DP1 and
DP2 are exactly in line with one another. This seems to suggest that, in its later stages
of use, the Longjin Pier (with Dolphin Piers) was receiving some quite substantial
vessels. A further link between the Phase 3a/b concrete modification of the PES and
the Phase 3c seaward extension of the Pier is provided by the common use of black
bituminous paint on both sets of structures.
What the evidence so far presented is lacking is any indication of the ‘kink’ in the Pier’s
alignment or any hint of structural projections in the expected east-south-easterly
direction. The map in Figures 6 and 33 (thought to date to 1932) may be informative
here as it records the Pier as a straight structure, but one having what appear to be a
series of co-aligned structures at its end. The latter map indicates that the kinked
arrangement shown in the 1904 and 1924 maps (see Figures 6 and 11) was
dispensed with in the later life of the Pier; this is correlated by Hase (2001a, 12.4.2.6)
who stated that the 1892 wooden extension (which was replaced in concrete in 1910)
was removed in 1930 to accommodate a new pier. As argued above, this ‘new pier’ is
probably the arrangement including the Dolphin Piers, which is depicted on the 1932
map (see Figure 33). If so, this raises another question: if an extension was needed in
1892/1910, would it not be even more of a requirement after several further decades of
silting? One possibility is that during the later years of its use – when the Longjin Pier
became the Kowloon City Public Pier and was served by a regular ferry service,
dredging was routinely carried out to maintain a deep-water mooring at all states of the
tide – further research in the Public Records Office may provide the answer.
Phase 3d: PES – Structure 523
One intriguing hint of something structural heading in a broadly easterly direction was
offered by a concrete structure (context 523 – henceforward labelled Structure 523),
which was located adjacent to the highest point of Wall 513a on the Phase 3b PES,
but at a somewhat higher level (sloping from 3.35m PD at its southern end to around
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3.50m PD approximately 1.8m to the north). Although the exposed portion was
triangular in plan, it clearly continued into the sloping trench face in an easterly and
northerly direction (see Figure 34 and see Plate 47). The structure was built with one
face aligned upon but respecting the north-east facing elevation of Wall 513a - a
narrow gap had been left between the two structures. In common with the Phase 3b
Concrete Spans (CS1 and CS2) and Dolphin Piers (DP1 and DP2) Structure 523 was
reinforced with the same type of thick, mild steel bars and was constructed from
concrete that appeared to be of similar type and quality. At the south-west corner of
the part exposed was what seemed to be the base of a hollow mild steel post
measuring c.0.15m in diameter, which could, for example, have been a lighting post of
some sort.
The small part of Structure 523 exposed renders interpretation somewhat difficult;
however, some attempt to situate it in the wider scheme of events can be attempted. It
has material and structural characteristics that place it broadly in the same period as
other Phase 3b components such as CS1 and 2 and DP1 and 2. It both respects Wall
513a and seems to continue the rise in level from that structure, suggesting perhaps
an overlap in their period of use. Having said all that, the quality of the evidence
available is such that the above interpretations must be considered tentative until
tested further.
To summarise, then, the sequence of Phase 3 concrete additions seems to have
proceeded as follows: the Phase 3a horizontal Concrete Surfacing 512 was added to
the upper surface of the granite PES; thereafter, the two Concrete Spans (CS1 and
CS2) and their missing ‘sibling’ between SP9 and the PES were added at broadly the
same time as Wall 513a and Concrete Ramp 513b on the PES (all in Phase 3b);
despite having been allocated to a different phase (3c), it is probable that Dolphin
Piers DP1 and DP2 were built at broadly the same time as the Phase 3b additions –
there is certainly good evidence to support an significant period of overlap in their use.
The enigmatic Structure 523 can only tentatively be placed in company with the other
Phase 3 changes, but it nevertheless seems to fit most comfortably in that stratigraphic
location. As things stand, Structure 523 provides the only evidence for a possible
south-eastward extension of the Pier but is, as yet, an unconvincing candidate in this
regard.
11.5 Phase 4: The WWII Reclamation for the Airport Extension
The 1924 Seawall marks the landward edge of the WWII reclamation work, undertaken
to facilitate the construction of a new WSW-ENE orientated runway. The means by
which this was achieved are largely a matter for historical discourse, but the materiality
of the process is, of course, of great interest to archaeologists. The historical records
tell us that in order to complete their work as quickly as was possible the Japanese
military levelled part of the Sacred Hill and bulldozed large numbers of buildings
around the western edge of the airport. All the building rubble thus acquired was then
dumped into the reclamation in front of the 1924 Seawall – this dramatic process was
strikingly recorded in the contrasting nature of the lower fill to either side of the Seawall
in Trench AA5 (see below).
Phase 4a: The WWII Reclamation Fill
The WWII reclamation fill (509) formed the lowest stratum identified in all areas to the
south of the Seawall (apart from some evidence for the underlying marine sand (506)
in deeper excavations for a pump pit in the north-west corner of Extension AA5B).
Layer 509 was recorded as brown clayey, gravelly sand with abundant inclusions, in
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particular, building demolition rubble. The layer was encountered at a rather higher
level (c.3.7m PD) than the 1920s’ reclamation fill (505) and was still present at baseof-excavation levels from the Box Culvert 502 to Sondage 2 – a distance of some 60m,
over which the level fluctuated between 2.0m PD to 2.3m PD. It was virtually
impossible to probe this material in areas between Pier structures in AA5C – such was
the density of building rubble present. Layer 509 overlaid all elements of the Pier south
of the 1924 Seawall but, moving south-eastwards from the Seawall, there was an
increasingly westward bias in the profile of the deposit. In other words, it seemed that
closer to the Seawall the rubble comprising Layer 509 had been introduced into the
reclamation evenly across the width of the trench, but by SP6 the material was mostly
being added from the western side and sloped down to the east (see spread of bricks
in Plate 48). The profile of Layer 509 in Sondages 1 and 2 (see Plate 49) certainly
supports this general observation, which may give us some clues as to the progress
and pattern of the reclamation work (i.e. that it did not simply progress perpendicular to
the Seawall towards the sea but, instead, may have advanced parallel to it along the
coast).
The most prominent feature of layer 509 was that it was fundamentally a clastsupported deposit (i.e. it consisted almost entirely of building rubble such that the
matrix (the sandy material) was a tiny fraction of the overall volume). It was not
surprising, perhaps, to note that layer 509 included a similar range of materials to 505
behind the Seawall (see Plate 49a). However, there is a vast difference in terms of the
sheer volume and proportion of building rubble (concrete, granite blocks, bricks, rooftiles and drainpipe fragments) in the WWII fill. A substantial assemblage of granite
blocks was recovered from 509 (Plates 49b and c), the most interesting of which was
probably the small bollard shown in Plate 50, which may be a piece of street furniture
or an architectural feature. The small ceramic assemblage contained a mixture of
porcelain and village wares, which collectively suggest a date in the late 19th to early
20th century.
The presence of concrete in 509 (and its absence in 505) may be a very good indicator
of the increasing use of such building material in the intervening 20 years or so
between their depositions. This latter contrast was more widely evidenced: the lower
reclamation fill deposits recorded in Trenches AA2, AA4 and AA5 share many
similarities in terms of the presence of green and red brick, roof and floor tile and 19th/20th-century ceramics. That said, based on the known historical sequence of events at
Kai Tak it can be argued that in the case of AA2 the lower fill was associated with the
pre-war Kowloon City development, in AA4 was associated with the WWII extension of
Kai Tak Airport, and in AA5 was both – pre-war behind the Seawall and WWII on its
seaward side. Added to that, there is a crucial difference in the composition of these
two demolition-derived deposits in that the Kowloon City fill of AA2 and AA5 (northwest of the Seawall) had little or no concrete rubble within it whereas, in contrast, the
WWII reclamation fill of AA4 and AA5 (south-east of the Seawall) was full of concrete
rubble due to its derivation from a mixture of old brick buildings and later concrete
ones.
Phase 4b: WWII Levelling Deposits and Crushed Concrete Surface
Sondages S1 and S2 (see Figure 37) revealed that the sloping and undulating surface
of WWII Fill 509 was overlain by a series make-up and levelling deposits (516, 518
and 519). In stratigraphic order the sequence of deposits was as follows: over WWII fill
509 was a 0.12m thick sterile layer of yellowish red very gravelly, sandy clay (519); the
latter was sealed by a 0.40m thick very gravelly, slightly clayey sand with frequent
stones and occasional brick fragments (518); sealing this was a 0.40m thick sterile
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upper levelling deposit of reddish yellow clay (516a) and bands of clayey, very gravelly
sand (516b). Sealing all of the above and stretching across the full width of the trench
from the south-eastern end of the PES to the south-eastern end of the trench was a
rough cement-bonded, crushed concrete surface (515) – see Figure 37 for
approximate extent in plan and Plate 49 for sequence in section. Surface 515 was
extremely variable in thickness (0.15-0.40m) and in character, forming a much more
solid surface in places (especially over the two Dolphin Piers and the south-eastern
end of the PES where the destroyed superstructures had been incorporated in the mix),
but being particularly unconsolidated in the area between the PES and DP1. Surface
515 was, however, reasonably flat and surface levels of 2.82m PD, 2.78m PD and
2.98m PD were recorded along the 16m expanse at the south-eastern end of the
trench.
None of the above layers produced any dateable finds, but Surface 515 and its
levelling/make-up deposits clearly seal the WWII reclamation fill (509) and are buried
by the modern CDG fill. Surface 515 is neither a component of the WWII fill nor is it
something that could be part of a permanent, load-bearing structure. It is perhaps best
interpreted as a temporary working platform of some sort, probably associated with the
WWII construction of the second runway.
Phase 4c: Granite Boulder Spread
Intermixed with the material of Surface 515 over the south-eastern end of the PES are
a series of granite boulders (514) that may be part of a wider spread of such boulders,
which appear to have tumbled or been dumped over the north-eastern side of the
PES – sealing Phase 3B Wall and Phase 3c Structure 523 (see Figure 31 and Plate
51). The boulders are surrounded by a poorly-mixed matrix of cement whose character
appears to link the deposit to similar material within Surface 515. No finds were
associated with Spread 514, but it can cautiously be placed with the other WWII
developments in Phase 4.
11.6 Phase 5: Kai Tak Airport Fill, Structures and Surfacing
In terms of more modern structural remains, a Box Culvert (502) was noted cutting
through the 1924 Seawall and is therefore later than that date (see Figure 30). As
pointed out in Section 10’s Methodology, the north-western 24m of the trench were
occupied by the massive steel-reinforced concrete foundations of the Airport Terminal
Building, which extended beyond the general l.o.e. and prevented any archaeological
testing in the area. Sealing everything discussed above and in Sections 11.1 to 11.5
were the modern CDG fill and the 0.5m thick concrete surfacing of Kai Tak Airport
North Apron. The modern surface level surrounding AA5 was recorded at 5.38m PD at
the north-western end sloping very gently to 4.92m PD at the south-eastern end.
A summary of the findings from all phases of activity in Trench AA5 can be found in
the conclusions presented in the following section.

12.

Conclusions

12.1 Trench AA1
Trench AA1 revealed a below-fill stratum that indicated the former presence of a river
estuary. The early 20th-century mapping (see Figure 4) confirmed the presence of such
an estuary bordering the southern side of the village of Ma Tau Chung, which was
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located up against the flank of the Sacred Hill. The findings of this trench are thus
useful in highlighting the location of at least part of the former estuary and tell us that,
should any remains associated with the aforementioned historical village survive, they
will lie to the north. In practice, though, it proved impossible to accurately relate the
position of AA1 to the estuary and Sacred Hill as mapped in Figure 4, and there was
therefore a significant risk that any further trench aimed at testing the narrow strip
between the two features would again be in the estuary or within the footprint of the hill.
Moreover, the village’s close proximity to Sacred Hill suggests that it may well have
been completely removed when the hill was quarried away. The immediate environs of
AA1 should therefore be considered to have a low level of archaeological potential.
12.2 Trench AA2
Trench AA2 provided good evidence for the 1920s reclamation and development of
the northern part of Kowloon Bay. There were also indications of pre-modern
structures employing timber-piled concrete foundations, which could date anywhere
from the mid-1920s to the 1950s. No in situ remains and no diagnostic artefacts
relating to any of the target sites (Longjin Pier and Pavilion and Kowloon Fort) were
found. The findings in this trench correlate well with the lack of evidence for the Pier,
Pavilion or Kowloon Fort recorded during the construction of the Box Culvert. Based
on the map in Figure 11 the landward end of the Pier and its Pavilion were perhaps
just within the footprint of AA2A, but no remains were found. The conclusion can
therefore be drawn that these structures may well have been substantially robbed-out
and removed during the early reclamation and development work in the area. Turning
to the Kowloon Fort, Figure 11 shows that AA2C and perhaps AA2B were over its
footprint but, in line with ERM’s (2003) findings in this area, no in situ remains that
might be linked to the Kowloon Fort were found. The suggestion, therefore, is that the
fort was robbed out and removed during the 1920s and later development works in the
area. This part of the western fringe of the Kai Tak Development should thus be
considered to have a low archaeological potential, but note below the possibility of Pier
remains between AA2 and AA5.
12.3 Trench AA3
Trench AA3 revealed no evidence for the historical village of Kau Pui Shek or, indeed,
Ming or Qing Dynasty activity in the area – save for a single Qing Dynasty coin of the
Emperor Qianlong (1736-95) which, in the absence of other artefactual evidence, is
inconclusive and may simply have been a casual loss by someone passing through
the area. This absence of more recent activity was contrasted by the remarkable find
of a very large and rich assemblage of southern Song/Yuan ceramics. Such ceramics
have previously been found in the environs of Sacred Hill and this latest finding has
recovered examples of all the main Southern Song/Yuan Dynasty pottery types
identified in past fieldwork. Although the very wet and muddy conditions rendered
detailed archaeological recording difficult, the fact that the massive and denselypacked assemblage of Song pottery was associated with an area of darker, waterretentive alluvium-based soil may mark the location of a substantial midden deposit
(ancient rubbish heap). Whether this originally took the form of a rubbish heap or one
or more pits was hard to establish, but the conclusion is clear; this is an important
Song/Yuan Dynasty site and an area of very high archaeological potential.
12.4 Trench AA4
This trench achieved its goal of recovering further artefactual material from the WWII
reclamation fill. Some further details of the process of reclamation fill were provided by
the evidence for a west to east direction of tipping.
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12.5 Trench AA5
The findings in Trench AA5 suggest that – beyond the short length of well-preserved
Pier – to the rear (north) of the 1924 Seawall the Longjin Pier has been adversely
impacted upon by large-scale groundworks associated with a combination of the prewar Kowloon Bay Development of the Kai Tack Land Investment Company, the WWII
extension of the airport, and the later construction and use of Kai Tak International
Airport with all its heavy steel-reinforced concrete foundations and utilities. That said,
the possibility (however remote) does exist that some traces of the Pier’s supporting
pillars or landward end solid construction exist at lower (sub 1.9m PD) levels beneath
the North Apron. In contrast, the excavations in the central and southern areas of
Trench AA5 and its extensions have uncovered highly significant and important
remains of the Longjin Pier, reflecting its original construction in granite and several
phases of its later modification and extension in concrete. Trench AA5 has also
revealed a well-preserved length of the 1924 Seawall identical to that found in ERM’s
trench nearby. Further artefactual material from the 1920s reclamation and that dating
to WWII was recovered. In addition, a rough aggregate surface, interpreted as a WWII
temporary working platform associated with the airport extension, was also found.
Given the intensity of such later activity, in particular in AA5C, relating to the 1930s’
use of the Pier and its post-abandonment burial beneath WWII deposits, it is perhaps
not surprising that no trace of the earlier ‘kinked’ timber extension was found. In
addition, it should be noted that in its later period of use (as recorded in both the 1932
map and the excavation’s findings in AA5C) the Pier was a much shorter structure
which, as argued above, must have required dredging to maintain access for larger
ferries at all states of the tide. In the context of the later Pier’s use it therefore seems
unlikely that any derelict earlier components (e.g. substantial timber posts) in the sea
beyond the 1932 Pier-end would be left in situ as they would constitute a danger to
shipping – be that in the form of dredgers, ferries or fishing boats.
Above all, though, the Longjin Pier’s dynamic history of creation, use, modification and
abandonment is dramatically reflected in the archaeological record from Trench AA5.
The Pier is undoubtedly an exciting and important archaeological discovery, but for
Hong Kong and, more importantly, for its people, this is a monument with the highest
socio-historical value and significance.

13.

Recommendations

13.1 Trench AA1
Given the negative findings in this trench and the difficulty of plotting the location of
AA1 relative to the outline of Sacred Hill and the river estuary as shown 1920 map in
Figure 4, no further archaeological work is recommended in this area.
13.2 Trench AA2
No further work is recommended in this part of the Study Area; however see Section
13.5’s recommendations for the further evaluation of the area between AA2 and AA5.
13.3 Trench AA3
It is recommended no further work be carried out at present and that the trench be
protected with a breathable, permeable geotextile membrane such as Terram, covered
in a layer of clean sand and then backfilled to protect the archaeological remains until
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they can be reinvestigated in the future as part of a dry season rescue excavation.
Such future excavation should also have adequate provision for the exclusion of
groundwater so that the work can be conducted in dry conditions. However, an
essential precursor to such future rescue excavation work must be a further round of
evaluation trenching to establish the fuller extent and wider context of the Song
Dynasty material recovered during the present fieldwork campaign.
Figure 38 shows what we have termed the Sacred Hill (North) Study Area. Within this
area there are two significant known impacts – one planned, the other existing – as
shown in Figure 38, the former is a proposed pumping station PS3, which forms part of
DSD’s Kowloon Sewage Interception Scheme, and the latter is the WWII nullah (see
overlay of 1947 and modern map in Figure 39); both are dealt with below, but first we
must consider the immediate environs of AA3.
There can be little justification for the evaluation of the entire area to the north of
Sacred Hill, but there must be some attempt to determine the full extent of the deposits
noted in AA3. It is therefore recommended that a series of 3m-wide by (initially) 30m
long transects be investigated on the pattern shown in Figure 38 – preferably
employing intermittent 3x3m test-pitting rather than continuous trenching (to facilitate
easier management of the water issue). The legs to the west and north are limited by
the site boundary, but those to the east and south could, if required, be expanded
beyond this initial further investigation. The nullah is a massive feature whose
construction would have severely impacted upon sub-surface archaeology and its
footprint does not therefore require archaeological testing. The archaeological
evaluation of pumping station PS3 will be conducted under the aforementioned DSD
project and should only require a maximum of two 3x3m test pits – one in each of the
two areas of the footprint outside the line of the nullah. This would obviously feedback
useful data regarding the possible presence of Song Dynasty material in those areas.
On completion of the additional evaluation trenching, it should then be possible to
specify the size and location of a rescue excavation commensurate with the nature
and extent of Song Dynasty remains recovered within the Sacred Hill (North) Study
Area. It should be reiterated that in order to conduct such an excavation there must be
an engineering solution devised (possibly some form of cofferdam) by which fresh/sea
groundwater can be excluded for the duration of the excavation.
13.4 Trench AA4
No further work is recommended in this part of the Study Area.
13.5 Trench AA5
Above all, the ultimate aim should be to preserve all the surviving Pier elements in situ
within any future development plan.
It is recommended that the entire corridor of the surviving Pier elements be protected
with a breathable, permeable geotextile membrane such as Terram, covered in a layer
of clean sand, and then be carefully backfilled to protect the remains until a further
non-destructive, research-based phase of excavation and recording is undertaken –
ideally during Hong Kong’s dry season. As with Trench AA3, there will need to be
some significant engineering input required in terms of the design and implementation
of semi-permanent/permanent water exclusion measures associated with any future
investigation of the Pier. Equally, the very act of dewatering has potential knock-on
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effects in terms of destabilising sediments which, at present, are supporting the three
collapsed and one truncated span of the Pier.
In terms of mitigation, two further areas of testing are recommended:
Firstly, to the north of the well-preserved Pier spans (SP1-SP3 and GD1 & GD2), the
38m-long area tested by hand-probing to a depth of c.1.9m PD and the area northwest of that containing the foundations of the Airport Terminal Building (both within
Trench AA5D and between it and Trench AA2) has the potential to contain structural
remains of the Longjin Pier. Despite the presence of substantial and deep foundations,
the Pier’s design clearly indicates that some elements (especially the remaining 11
supporting pillars and the solid landward portion of the Pier) may survive (in a muchreduced and robbed-out state) at a level beyond both the reach of hand-probing and
the destructive impacts of the modern concrete foundations. It is therefore
recommended that the area between the north-western end of the well-preserved
spans in Trench AA5 and Trench AA2 be tested to establish whether further structural
elements of the Pier survive.
Secondly, there is the unresolved issue of the location of the very distinctive ‘kink’ in
the Pier’s alignment that was recorded in earlier (pre-1932) maps and plans, and the
state of preservation of any structures relating to the Pier’s extension beyond that point
to the south-east. As argued above, it would seem logical that for safety reasons any
such derelict earlier structures would have been removed when the Pier was in use in
its later, shortened, form. However, any future investigation should perhaps attempt to
clarify whether anything survives of the early Pier extension(s). Any such search for
the latter components, however, might best be incorporated as part of a more general
scheme of trench extension designed to establish the full extent and character of
already identified later Pier elements such as the PES, Structure 523, DP1 and DP2.
Ideally, such additional evaluation should therefore involve a 1st stage extension (from
the PES to the end of the trench, but expanding the width at base-of-excavation level
to 10m wide) and extending beyond the end of AA5 by around 60m (to cover the
south-easternmost end of the 1932 Pier-end structures). Then, depending on findings,
a further extension (Stage 2) of 5-10m could be conducted along the kinked alignment
of the earlier Pier extension (if anything survived its supposed removal in 1930 and
once its orientation had been established) see Figure 40. Turning to the 1924 Seawall,
it is mapped for upwards of 2km across Kowloon Bay and has neither the unique
socio-historic or aesthetic value of the Longjin Pier, being as it is one of many such
structures in Hong Kong. That said, there would be an opportunity to preserve part of
its structure where it coincides with the corridor of the Longjin Pier and at other
locations where it might be encountered within the development area.
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16.

Supporting Data

16.1 Tabulated survey, stratigraphic, contextual and finds data
The tables shown below provide summaries of the contextual, stratigraphic and finds
data for each of the five trenches excavated in this project. The context field simply
carries the context number allocated during the fieldwork, and the contexts are
arranged in stratigraphic rather than numerical order (most recent first). The
“Description” field provides a short description of deposits and structures, including
sediment textural and colour characteristics – the latter using Munsell (2000) soil
colour charts. Under “Finds & Dating”, a summary of all the finds categories recorded
by context is provided and a preliminary date range is offered. The “Depth” field
provides an average depth range (below the modern surface) between which a
structure or deposit was recorded (the modern surface level for each trench is listed at
the end of the respective table). It should be noted that within the fill sequences at Kai
Tak sloping deposit interfaces are common and the highest and lowest points of each
is recorded; as a result of this there may therefore be an ‘overlap’ in levels between
contiguous deposits. In addition, an extra field “Code” is used in Trench AA5’s table to
allow cross-referencing between the context numbers allocated on site and the
abbreviated structure codes allocated during post-excavation analysis and used
extensively in the discussion of structures in this report.
16.1.1 Trench AA1
Table 16.1.1a – Coordinates and levels (see Figure 10)
Point
Easting
Northing
A
837611.15
820654.04
B
837613.29
820658.56
C
837631.36
820649.99
D
837629.21
820645.47
Average surface level = 5.60m PD
Average base level = 1.87m PD
Table 16.1.1b – Contexts, Deposit/Feature Descriptions, Finds & Dating
Context
Description
Finds & Dating
Depth
Modern Car
Park None: Late C20th
c.0-0.20m
101a
Surfacing
CDG
Fill:
reddish None: C20th
c.0.20-3.73m
101b
yellow clayey, gravelly
sand (5YR 6/6)
102a
Banded Lower Fill: None: C20th
c.2.20-3.73m
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Context

102b

Description
black gravelly
(10YR 2/1)

Finds & Dating
sand

Banded Lower Fill: None: C20th
light reddish brown
clayey sand (5YR 6/4)

Depth
(upper part
not
measurable)
c.2.20-3.73m
(upper part
not
measurable)
c.2.50-3.73m
(upper part
not
measurable)
or c.3.73-4.30m
(at l.o.e.)

Basal Fill: brownish None: C20th
yellow sandy, slightly
103
gravelly, slightly silty
clay (10YR 6/6)
Estuarine Clay: dark None: Early C20th
bluish grey silty, very earlier
104
slightly sandy clay
(Gley2 4/1)
NB: All above depths are calculated from the modern surface level at 5.60m PD and
the abbreviation l.o.e. refers to the limit of excavation.
16.1.2 Trench AA2A
Table 16.1.2a – Coordinates and levels (see Figure 12)
Point
Easting
Northing
A
838054.88
821152.82
B
838052.49
821154.81
C
838054.85
821157.54
D
838060.01
821158.75
Average surface level = 6.45m PD
Average base level = 1.91m PD
Table 16.1.2b – Contexts, Deposit/Feature Descriptions, Finds & Dating
Context
Description
Finds & Dating
Modern
Concrete None: post-1960s
201a
Surfacing
CDG
Fill:
reddish None: post-1960s
yellow
gravelly,
201b
slightly clayey sand
(5YR 6/6)
CDG
Fill:
reddish None: Probably earlier C20th
yellow very gravelly,
202
slightly clayey sand
(5YR 6/6)
Lower Fill: reddish Village ware, blue-and-white
brown slightly silty, porcelain, roof tile, green & red
slightly
gravelly, bricks, oil lamp stand & eight
slightly
clayey
sand (seven rectangular and one
203
(5YR 5/3)
triangular)
granite
blocks.
Rectangular blocks measured
between 0.71x0.35x0.22m and
0.42x0.22x0.10m
in
size,

Depth
c.00.20m
c.0.203.34m

c.3.343.45m

c.3.344.04m
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Context

Description

Finds & Dating
Depth
triangular block had sides of
0.53x0.43x0.29m and was
0.35m thick. Suggested date:
C19th
to
early
C20th.
Interpretation: 1920s Kowloon
Bay reclamation works.
Village ware and roof tile – c.4.04undiagnostic material, but 4.45m
probably of similar date to that
in 203.

Banded
Foreshore
Deposits:
light
brownish grey slightly
silty,
very
slightly
204
gravelly sand (10YR
6/2) / strong brown
slightly silty, slightly
very slightly gravelly
sand (7.5YR 5/6)
Marine Sand: light None: Date unknown.
c.4.45grey slightly gravelly,
4.54m
208
very slightly silty sand
(at
(10YR 7/1)
l.o.e.)
NB: All above depths are calculated from the modern surface level average at 6.45m
PD and the abbreviation l.o.e. refers to the limit of excavation.
16.1.3 Trench AA2B
Table 16.1.3a – Coordinates and levels (see Figure 12)
Point
Easting
Northing
A
838036.93
821147.90
B
838034.38
821150.11
C
838036.91
821153.05
D
838039.47
821150.83
Average surface level = 6.45m PD
Average base level = 2.45m PD
Table 16.1.3b – Contexts, Deposit/Feature Descriptions, Finds & Dating
Context
Description
Finds & Dating
Modern
Concrete None: post-1960s
201a
Surfacing
CDG
Fill:
reddish None: post-1960s
yellow
gravelly,
201b
slightly clayey sand
(5YR 6/6)
Airport
Car
Park None: 1960s
209a
Concrete Pile Caps
Airport
Car
Park None: 1960s
Concrete Piles
209b

211

Depth
c.00.20m
c.0.200.88m

c.0.882.35m
c.2.353.30m
(at
l.o.e.)
CDG
Fill:
reddish None: Between 1920s and c.0.88yellow very gravelly,
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Context

Description
Finds & Dating
Depth
slightly clayey sand 1960s
3.25m
(5YR 6/6)
Brick Wall/Foundation: None: Between 1920s and c.2.40constructed in red 1960s
2.90m
210
bricks two courses
wide by six high.
Mixed Fill Deposit: None: Between 1920s and c.2.70light reddish brown 1960s
3.35m
gravelly,
slightly
215
clayey sand (5YR 6/4)
with concrete rubble
and angular stones
Lower
Fill
Layer: Village ware, blue-and-white c.2.73comprising a mixture porcelain, roof tile, green 3.95m
of CDG fill: reddish bricks & one triangular granite
brown slightly silty, block with sides measuring
slightly clayey, slightly 0.57x0.50x0.40m and 0.25m
212
gravelly sand (5YR thick. Suggested date: C19th
5/3) and redeposited to early C20th. Interpretation:
tarmac road surfacing 1920s
Kowloon
Bay
material: dark grey reclamation works
sandy coarse gravel
(5YR 4/1)
Marine Sand: light None: Date Unknown
c.3.95brownish grey very
4.00m
slightly
gravelly,
(at
213
l.o.e.)
slightly
silty
sand
(10YR 6/2)
NB: All above depths are calculated from the modern surface level average at 6.45m
PD and the abbreviation l.o.e. refers to the limit of excavation.
16.1.4 Trench AA2C
Table 16.1.4a – Coordinates and levels (see Figure 12)
Point
Easting
Northing
A
838014.48
821141.74
B
838011.45
821144.86
C
838015.56
821147.21
D
838017.63
821145.13
Average surface level = 6.45m PD
Average base level = 2.70m PD
Table 16.1.4b – Contexts, Deposit/Feature Descriptions, Finds & Dating
Context
Description
Finds & Dating
Modern
Concrete None: Post-1960s
201a
Surfacing
CDG
Fill:
reddish None: Post-1960s
201b
yellow
gravelly,
slightly clayey sand

Depth
c.00.20m
c.0.200.88m
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209a

201c

(5YR 6/6)
Airport
Car
Park
Concrete Foundations
CDG
Fill:
reddish
yellow
gravelly,
slightly clayey sand
(5YR
6/6)
with
frequent
concrete
rubble
Concrete Cap for
Timber Piles

None: 1960s
None: C20th

c.0.882.35m
c.0.883.73m

None: Probably pre-1960s and c.3.40mpossibly relating to earlier 3.72m
C20th developments
Lower
Fill
Layer: None: Earlier C20th with 206? c.2.85reddish yellow clayey,
3.63m
207
gravelly sand (7.5YR
6/6)
Lower
Fill
Layer: Village ware, blue-and-white c.3.25reddish brown slightly porcelain, roof tile, green & red 3.75m
silty, slightly clayey, bricks. Suggested date: C19th (at l.o.e)
206
slightly gravelly sand to early C20th. Interpretation:
(5YR 5/3)
1920s
Kowloon
Bay
reclamation works
NB: All above depths are calculated from the modern surface level average at 6.45m
PD and the abbreviation l.o.e. refers to the limit of excavation.
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16.1.5 Trench AA3 & Test Pit AA3A
Table 16.1.5a – Coordinates and levels (see Figure 20)
Point
Easting
Northing
AA3: A
837772.06
820880.24
AA3: B
837769.72
820886.43
AA3: C
837783.11
820891.02
AA3: D
837785.50
820884.41
AA3A: A
837777.76
820890.50
AA3A: B
837776.88
820892.24
AA3A: C
837778.24
820892.91
AA3A: D
837779.16
820891.19
Average surface level = 5.65m PD
Ave. base level AA3/3A = 2.81m PD
Table 16.1.5b – Contexts, Deposit/Feature Descriptions, Finds & Dating
Context
Description
Finds & Dating
Modern Tarmac Car Park None: Late C20th
301a
Surfacing
Rubble Hardcore Layer
Red bricks, concrete rubble,
301b
reinforcing rods: Late C20th
Concrete
Raft None: Late C20th
308
Foundation

Depth
c.00.20m
c.0.200.90m
c.0.902.05m
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Context

Description
Concrete Column

Finds & Dating
None: Late C20th

CDG Fill: reddish yellow
slightly clayey, gravelly
sand (5YR 6/6)
Interface
‘Cleaning’
Context between 301c
and 303: Dark greyish
brown
very
slightly
clayey, slightly gravelly,
silty sand (10YR 4/2)

None: Late C20th

309

301c

302

Buried Alluvial Soil: Dark
greyish
brown
very
slightly clayey, slightly
gravelly, silty sand (10YR
4/2)

303

307

304

305

306

Mineral
Pan
Layer:
Strong brown slightly
clayey, very gravelly
sand (7.5YR 5/8)
Buried
Alluvial
Soil:
Yellowish
red
very
slightly
silty,
slightly
clayey, very gravelly
sand (5YR 5/6)
Buried
Alluvial
Soil:
Strong
brown
very
slightly gravelly, slightly
silty sand (7.5YR 5/6)
Fine
Marine
Sand:
Reddish brown
very
slightly silty sand (7.5YR

Village ware, celadon (see
303 below for full list), roof
tile, iron objects including
one possible knife, and a
Qing coin. Coin C18th, but
all ceramics suggest C12th14th (Southern Song/Yuan)
Village
ware,
Fujian
Tongan-type
Celadons,
‘generic’ Celadons, greenglazed
pottery
from
Quanzhou,
Dehua
kiln
Celadons,
Fujian
or
Guangdong
Temmoku
ware, Jiangxi white/pale
blue bowls manufactured at
the
Jingdezhen
kiln’,
Longquan kiln Celadons
from Zhejiang. Plus thick
roof tiles, sixteen iron
objects, and two fragments
of Duanyan or calligraphy
ink stone of Zhaoqing type
with an incised vase design.
C12-14th
(Southern
Song/Yuan)
None retained against 307,
which occurred as mottling
in the surface of 304 (see
304 below for finds and
dating)
A smaller assemblage of
the same ceramics and tile
recovered from 303 as well
as four iron objects. C1214th (Southern Song/Yuan)
An
even
smaller
assemblage of the same
ceramics and tile recovered
from 303/304. C12-14th
(Southern Song/Yuan)
None: Date unknown

Depth
c.2.643.40m
(at
l.o.e.)
c.0.902.60m
c.2.402.55m

c.2.553.10m

c.2.552.80m

c.2.602.92m

c.2.923.00m

c.3.003.60m
(at l.o.e.
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Context

Description
6/6)

Finds & Dating

Depth
in pump
pit)
NB: All above depths are calculated from the modern surface level average at 5.80m
PD and the abbreviation l.o.e. refers to the limit of excavation.
16.1.6 Trench AA4
Table 16.1.6a – Coordinates and levels (see Figure 22)
Point
Easting
Northing
A
837890.64
820927.35
B
837889.67
820932.76
C
837895.83
820933.49
D
837907.20
820934.28
E
837912.37
820929.19
F
837909.48
820926.37
Average surface level = 5.60m PD
Average base level = 2.60m PD
Table 16.1.6b – Contexts, Deposit/Feature Descriptions, Finds & Dating
Context
Description
Finds & Dating
Modern
Concrete None: Late C20th
401a
&Tarmac Surfacing
Rubble
Hardcore None: Late C20th
401b
Layer
CDG Fill: yellowish None: Late C20th
401c
red gravelly, clayey
sand (5YR 5/6)
Concrete Cap for None: 1940s - 1960
Timber Piles
402

403a

403b

Lower
Fill
Layer:
Yellowish brown very
slightly clayey, very
gravelly sand (10YR
5/4) – with frequent
concrete rubble

Banded Lower Fill
Layer,
Comprising:
two bands of reddish
brown clayey, gravelly
sand (2.5YR 5/4),
sandwiched between
three bands of reddish
yellow slightly clayey,
gravelly sand (5yr

Depth
c.00.60m
c.0.601.00m
c.1.002.65m

c.2.653.00m
(at
l.o.e.)
40+
rectangular
granite c.1.00building
blocks
(ave. 3.00m
0.20x0.25x0.40m in size),
green & red bricks, ceramic
drainpipe, roof & floor tiles,
blue & white porcelain, and
village wares. All suggesting a
date range C19th-early C20th.
Interpretation: 1942-3 airport
reclamation works
Occasional village ware, blue c.1.30& white porcelain and roof tile. 3.00m
C19th
to
early
C20th.
Interpretation: 1942-3 airport
reclamation works
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Context

Description
6/6).
Wooden Stakes (3)

Finds & Dating

Depth

None: Date unknown

c.2.43.00 (at
l.o.e)
Sterile Clay: Light Red None: Date unknown
c.2.80404
slightly
silty,
very
3.00 (at
sandy clay (5YR 6/8)
l.o.e.)
NB: All above depths are calculated from the modern surface level average at 5.60m
PD and the abbreviation l.o.e. refers to the limit of excavation.
405

16.1.7 Trench AA5
Table 16.1.7a – AA5 Coordinates and levels (see Figure 26)
Point
Easting
Northing
A
838244.59
820991.66
B
838239.20
820996.18
C
838229.04
821005.59
D
838213.04
821820.74
E
838194.44
821032.32
F
838177.18
821036.08
G
838178.43
821045.24
H
838161.52
821063.67
I
838134.25
821086.98
J
838138.27
821091.43
K
838164.81
821067.33
L
838189.03
821047.11
M
838202.53
821041.20
N
838218.39
821024.32
O
838232.54
821007.53
P
838248.08
820995.10
Average surface level = 5.10m PD
Average base level = 2.30m PD
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Table 16.1.7b – AA5, AA5A & AA5D: Contexts, Deposit/Feature Descriptions, Finds &
Dating
Context Code
Description
Finds & Dating
Depth
Modern
Concrete None: Late C20th
c.0501a
Surfacing
0.50m
CDG Fill: Reddish yellow None: Late C20th
c.0.50501b
gravelly, clayey sand (5YR
1.80m
6/6)
Concrete Box Culvert
None: Late C20th
c.1.552.80m
502
(at
l.o.e.)
Lower Fill: Yellowish red Five
large
granite c.1.80slightly sandy, gravelly clay seawall
blocks 2.80m
(5YR 5/6)
(measuring on ave. (at
c.1.0x0.75x0.45m), an l.o.e.)
‘I’-section
iron
rail
(0.09x0.09 in crosssection x 2.29m long),
decorative
wrought
ironwork, iron handle,
green & red bricks, roof
& floor tiles, village
505
ware, blue-and-white
and white porcelain,
and a calligraphy set
comprising a mixing
stone and ceramic
brush holder. Date:
C19th-early
C20th.
Interpretation:
1920s
Kowloon
Bay
reclamation works
1924 Seawall Dressed None: 1924
c.1.45Granite Facing Blocks
3.00m
503
(at
l.o.e.)
1924
Seawall
Granite None: 1924
c.1.65504a
Boulder Core/Foundation
2.75m
(at l.o.e)
1924 Seawall Crushed None: 1924
c.2.10 Granite
Aggregate
2.50m
504b
Foundation
(at
l.o.e.)
Longjin
Pier
Granite None: c.1875
c.2.45Decking Stones (between
2.78m
507a
GD1
SP1 & SP2)
(at
l.o.e.)
Longjin
Pier
Granite None: c.1875
c.2.48Decking Stones (between
2.81m
507b
GD2
SP2 and SP3)
(at
l.o.e.)
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Context

Code

Description
Finds & Dating
Longjin
Pier
Granite None: c.1875
Supporting Pillar (at north
end GD1)

Depth
c.2.692.75m
508a
SP1
(at
l.o.e.)
Longjin
Pier
Granite None: c.1875
c.2.48Supporting Pillar (between
2.85m
508b
SP2
GD1 & GD2)
(at
l.o.e.)
Longjin
Pier
Granite None: c.1875
c.2.75Supporting Pillar (at south
2.81m
508c
SP3
end of GD2)
(at
l.o.e.)
Marine Sand
None: Date unknown
c.2.803.40m
506
(at l.o.e.
pump
pit)
NB: All above depths are calculated from the modern surface level average at 5.10m
PD and the abbreviation l.o.e. refers to the limit of excavation.
16.1.7c – AA5B & AA5C Contexts, Deposit/Feature Descriptions, Finds & Dating
Context Code
Description
Finds & Dating
Depth
Modern
Concrete None: Late C20th
c.0501a
Surfacing
0.50m
CDG Fill: Reddish yellow None: Late C20th
c.0.50501b
gravelly, clayey sand (5YR
1.80m
6/6)
Granite Boulder Spread
None: 1942-3 airport c.1.90514
reclamation works?
2.80m
Crushed
Concrete None: 1942-3 airport c.2.00Surface: White aggregate reclamation works?
2.40m
515
(7.5YR 8/1) poorly bonded
with sandy cement
Make-up/Levelling Deposit: None: 1942-3 airport c.2.40multiple bands of reddish reclamation works?
2.80m
yellow clay (5YR 6/6)
(at l.o.e.
516a
interface
interspersed with bands of
516b
with
509)
Make-up/Levelling Deposit: None: 1942-3 airport c.2.40multiple bands of light reclamation works?
2.80m
reddish brown clayey, very
(at l.o.e.
516b
gravelly sand (5YR 6/4)
interface
with
509)
Make-up/Levelling Deposit: Brick fragments: 1942- c.2.41Brown slightly clayey, very 3 airport reclamation 2.81m
518
gravelly sand (7.5YR 5/3)
works?
(at
l.o.e.)
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Context

Code

519

-

509

-

Description
Make-up/Levelling Deposit:
Yellowish
red
slightly
sandy, very gravelly clay
(5YR 5/6)
Lower Fill: Brown clayey,
very gravelly sand (10YR
5/3)

Fender Post No.1
520a

FP1
Fender Post No.2

520b

FP2
Fender Post No.3

520c

FP3

517

DP1

Dolphin Pier No.1

Dolphin Pier No.2
522

DP2
Structure 523

523

Concrete Span No.1

510a

CS1

510b

CS2

Concrete Span No.2

Finds & Dating
Depth
None: 1942-3 airport c.2.45reclamation works?
2.81m
(at
l.o.e.)
c.20
rectangular c.1.40mgranite blocks ranging 3.00 (at
from 0.22x0.35x1.26m l.o.e)
to
0.16x0.38x0.40m
green & red bricks,
ceramic drainpipe, roof
& floor tiles, blue &
white
and
white
provincial
porcelain,
village
wares,
iron
object, coal & wired
window
glass.
Suggesting a date
range
C19th-early
C20th. Interpretation:
1942-3
airport
reclamation works
None: between 1924 c.2.61and 1932
3.33m
(at
l.o.e.)
None: between 1924 c.2.61and 1932
3.33m
(at
l.o.e.)
None: between 1924 c.2.61and 1932
3.33m
(at
l.o.e.)
None: between 1924 c.2.80and 1932
3.42m
(at l.o.e)
None: between 1924 c.2.81and 1932
3.33m
(at
l.o.e.)
None: between 1924 c.2.10and 1942-3?
2.25m
(at
l.o.e.)
None: between 1924 c.2.96and 1932
3.17m
(at
l.o.e.)
None: between 1924 c.2.93and 1932
3.22m
(at
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Context

Code

521

-

513a

-

513b

-

512

-

508d

SP4

Description

Finds & Dating

Cement Surfacing on SP8 None: between 1924
and SP9
and 1932

Concrete Wall on PES
(sloping)
Concrete Surface on PES
(sloping with grooves)
Concrete Surface on PES
(horizontal with grooves)
Longjin
Pier
Granite
Supporting
Pillar
(immediately south-east of
Box Culvert 502)
Longjin
Pier
Granite
Supporting Pillar (southeast of 508d)

None: between 1924
and 1932
None: between 1924
and 1932
None: between 1924
and 1932
None: c.1875

Depth
l.o.e.)
c.3.143.17m
(at
l.o.e.)
c.2.412.86m
c.2.642.86m
c.2.862.98m
c.3.573.68m
(at l.o.e)

c.2.743.08m
508e
SP5
(at
l.o.e.)
Longjin
Pier
Granite None: c.1875
c.3.23Supporting Pillar (south3.36m
508f
SP6
east of 508e)
(at
l.o.e.)
Longjin
Pier
Granite None: c.1875
c.3.40Supporting Pillar (at north3.43m
508g
SP7
west end CS1)
(at
l.o.e.)
Longjin
Pier
Granite None: c.1875
c.3.07Supporting Pillar (between
3.17m
508h
SP8
CS1 & CS2)
(at
l.o.e.)
Longjin
Pier
Granite None: c.1875
c.3.25Supporting Pillar (at south3.15m
508i
SP9
east end CS2)
(at
l.o.e.)
Original Granite Pier-End None: c.1875
c.2.95Structure (PES)
3.31m
511
PES
(at
l.o.e.)
Marine Sand: yellowish Two lumps of corroded c.3.30brown slightly clayey, very iron: date unknown and 3.60m
506
gravelly sand (10YR 6/4) – may be from 509 (at
with frequent shells
above.
l.o.e.)
NB: All above depths are calculated from the modern surface level average at 5.10m
PD and the abbreviation l.o.e. refers to the limit of excavation.
16.2

None: c.1875

Certified Survey Plans
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17.

Supporting Documents

17.1

Guidelines for the Archaeological Pre-testing with mechanical diggers

17.1.1 Introduction
Pre-testing with mechanical diggers is a form of archaeological investigation which is
employed when engineering works impact on areas that have been assessed as
having archaeological potential and where conventional testing methods are deemed
labour intensive, time consuming and/ or financially unviable.
Pre-testing is when a purposefully dug trench is mechanically excavated under the
watchful eye of a qualified archaeologist. The maximum depth of excavation will be
dependant on the nature of the deposits. Whatever the depth involved, with any fill
removed and the surface of archaeological deposits established, it will then be
necessary to provide a 2m wide raised walkway around the periphery of the
archaeological trench to create a safe working area. The mechanical digger will use a
flat bucket to remove horizontally shallow depths of soils in order to expose
archaeological material and features. The mechanical digger will take instruction from
the archaeologist on depths of removal. The archaeologist and his or her team will
record the stratigraphy, material findings, depth of excavation and other relevant
archaeological data.

1.

Personnel

The project should be directed by a qualified archaeologist, who must apply for a
licence under the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance (Cap.53) from the
Antiquity Authority.
2.

Areas to be investigated

The area(s), which require archaeological pre-testing, should be defined ahead of
the works.
3.

Site Access and timing

The access to the site during the archaeological pre-testing programme should be
limited to ensure the safety of the archaeological data and public.
The pre-testing programme should be conducted prior to commencement of the
construction works. Archaeologists should be allowed reasonable time prior to the
commencement of construction works to allow for full recording of features and
deposits, if required. Trenches will require temporary shoring to provide a safe
environment for such works however; proper recording on the stratigraphy should
be conducted prior to the erection of hoarding/ shoring.
4.

Monitoring and Retrieval Methodology
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Table 1 show the various categories of archaeological material and features that
are likely to occur in local contexts. Also listed are the recommended type and
degree of recording and retrieval required for each category.
5.

Recording Forms for pre-testing

A set of recording forms for the recording of any archaeological material identified
during the pre-testing process must comply with AMO standards. They should
include the following:
-registers to record finds, special finds, contexts, photographs, drawings, levels
and samples
-context description forms
-daily records on the extent of the investigation, summaries of the days findings
and cross references to all register numbers used that day.
6.

Safety Requirements

Archaeologist and staff employed in pre-testing must follow the safety procedures
enforced by the contractors on site.
7.

Reporting Requirements

The procedure and results of the pre-testing programme should be presented in
report form, following The Guidelines for Archaeological Reports as issued by the
AMO. All data, material and records forming the site archives must be processed
and submitted to the AMO upon completion of the project, following the Guidelines
for Handling Archaeological Finds and Archives as issued by the AMO.
Table 1: Categories of archaeological finds and recommended action, including,
significant findings and appropriate follow-up action
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Categories of
Archaeological Material
Human Burial
-Skeletal remains
-Items associated
human burial,
i.e. grave goods

Retrieval Procedures

Significance

Full Recording and Recovery of Human
Remains and Associated Features

High

-Complete
recording
by
photography, drawing, written
with description
-Full measurement of burial and
surrounding matrix
-Retrieval of human remains
and associated materials
-Retrieval of surrounding soil for
further analysis

Intact Features

Limited
Recovery
Features

Follow
up:
Excavation
appropriate

Rescue
as

Recording
and High
of Archaeological

-Structural/architectural
remains
-Recording and measurement of
-Undisturbed contexts, e.g.
hearth, midden, habitation salient features by photography,
area,
assemblages
of
artefacts
and/or drawing and written description
environmental material

Follow
Rescue
Excavation
appropriate

up:
as

-Retrieval of all archaeological
material
-Retrieval of samples from the
surrounding matrix
Intact Artefacts

Recovery of Artefacts

Medium

-complete objects, e.g.
pottery,
metal
objects,
stone and bone tools. The
objects are complete but
isolated and are not part of
assemblage of feature

-Recovery of objects
-Sampling of surrounding matrix
-Recording
by
written
description and photography

Upon discovery,
AMO should be
informed
and
follow
up
procedures
agreed with AMO
on as appropriate

Isolated Material

Recovery
Fragments/
Material

of

Artefacts Low
Archaeological

No
follow
-Recovery of material, e.g. required
artefact fragments (metal, artefact fragment, environmental
material
pottery, glass). There are -Recording written description
and
by
photography,
if
no complete objects, the appropriate
-Sherds, non-human bone,

up

material is isolated and
fragmentary in nature.
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Deposits
with Sampling of Deposit
Archaeological Potential

Low

-Soil deposits which exhibit
characteristics associated
with
significant
archaeological remains in
Hong Kong

Upon discovery,
AMO should be
informed
and
follow
up
procedures
agreed with AMO
as appropriate

17.2

-Recording
of
soils
by
photography
and
written
description
-Collection of soil samples from
deposits
displaying
environmental
archaeological
potential

Guidelines for the Preparation of Archaeological Reports

17.2.1 General
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All reports should be written in a clear, concise and logical style.
The reports should be submitted in A4 size and accompanying drawings
of convenient sizes.
Draft reports should be submitted to the Antiquities and Monuments
Office (AMO) for comments within two months after completion of
archaeological work unless otherwise approved by AMO.
The draft reports should be revised as required by AMO and relevant
parties. The revised reports should be submitted to AMO within three
weeks after receiving comments from AMO and relevant parties.
At least 3 hard copies of the final reports should be submitted to AMO for
record purpose.
At least 2 digital copies of the final reports in both Microsoft Word format
and Acrobat (.PDF) format without loss of data and change of
appearance compared with the corresponding hard copy should be
submitted to AMO. The digital copies should be saved in a convenient
medium, such as compact discs with clear label on the surface and kept
in protective pockets.

17.2.2 Suggested Format of Reports
1.

Front page:

- Project/Site name
- Nature of the report
e.g. (Draft/Final)
Archaeological Investigation/Survey Report
Archaeological Impact Assessment Report
Watching Brief Report
Rescue Excavation Report
Post-excavation Report
- Organization
- Date of report

2.

Contents list
Page number of each section should be given.

3.

Non-technical summary (both in English and in Chinese)
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This should outline in plain, non-technical language, the principal
reasons for the archaeological work, its aims and main results, and
should include reference to authorship and commissioning body.
4.

Introduction
This should set out background leading to the commission of the reports.
The location, area, scope and date of conducting the archaeological work
must be given. The location of archaeological work should be shown on
maps in appropriate scales and with proper legends.

5.

Aims of archaeological work
These should reflect the aims set out in the project design.

6.

Archaeological, historical, geological and topographical background of the
site
Supporting aerial photos and maps (both old and present) in appropriate
scales, with proper legends and with the site locations clearly marked on
should be provided.

7.

Methodology
The methods used including any variation to the agreed project design
should be set out clearly and explained as appropriate.

8.

Result
This should outline the findings, known and potential archaeological
interests by period and/or type. Their significance and value with
reference/inclusion of supporting evidence should be indicated. For
impact assessment, the likely effect of the proposed development on the
known or potential archaeological resource should be outlined.

9.

Conclusion
This should include summarization and interpretation of the result.

10.

Recommendation
Recommendations on further work and the responsible party as well as a
brief planning framework should be outlined.

11.

Reference and bibliography
A list of all primary and secondary sources used should be given. Director
and members of the archaeological team and author of the report should
be listed.

12.

Supporting illustrations
They should be clearly numbered and easily referenced to the text. They
should be scanned and saved in TIFF or JPEG formats.
(A)

Maps
Archaeological work locations, such as auger hole and test pit
locations (with relevant coordinates certified by a qualified
surveyor), should be clearly shown on maps in appropriate
scales, with proper legends, grid references (in 8 digits) and
captions.

(B)

Drawings of test pits, archaeological features and finds
The below scales should be followed:
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Cross
section
and
profile 1:20
drawings of test pits
Archaeological feature drawings 1:10
Finds drawings
1:1
If drawings of the above stated scales are not appropriate to be incorporated into the
report under certain occasions, reduced copy of the drawings with the same scales are
acceptable. Proper captions, legends and indication of reduced size should be given.
(C)
Photos of site and finds
All photos should be at least in 3R size with proper captions and scales. They should
be clearly numbered and easily referenced to the text. They should be scanned and
saved in TIFF or JPEG formats.
Supporting data in appendices
These should consist of essential technical details to support the result. These may
include stratigraphy record of test pits and auger holes, record of general and special
finds discovered with description, quantity and context number/stratigraphical
sequence, index of field archives.
Comment and Response
All comments and responses from AMO and relevant parties should be attached.
17.2.3 Green Measures
All reports should be of single line spacing and printed on both sides of the paper.
Excessive page margins should be avoided. A top/bottom margin of 2 cm and left/right
margin of 2.5 cm are sufficient.
Use of blank paper should be avoided as far as possible.
Suitable font type of font size 12 should be used generally in balancing legibility and
waste reduction objective.
17.3

Guidelines for the Handling of Archaeological Finds and Archives

17.3.1 General
Site Code
The Licensee should contact the Central Archaeological Repository (CAR) of the
Antiquities and Monuments Office (AMO) [Contact Person: Mr. Michael TANG, Tel:
2384 5446; Email: mkstang@lcsd.gov.hk] about the allocation of site code before the
commencement of the project to avoid duplicate of site code assignment.
17.3.2 Archaeological Finds
Cleaning
Every excavated finds should be properly cleaned before handing over to the CAR of
the AMO.
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Marking
All the excavated finds should be cleaned before marking object number.
“Sandwich” technique1 should be adopted for marking permanent identification number
on an object.
Every special finds should be marked with site code, context number and object
number, etc.
All representative samples collected from general finds should be marked.
For the finds which is too small, has unstable surface, or leather, textiles or wood, it
should not be marked/labeled directly and should be bagged separately or attached
with tags by tying. The tag should contain information about the object number,
context number and site code, etc.
Labelling and bagging
A label should be attached on each bag.
Information about the object number, context number, test-pit number, site code and
bag number should be stated clearly on the label.
Finds excavated within the same context should be bagged together. However, if they
have been categorized according to their types, materials or characteristics, separate
bagging is required.
Conservation
To refit and reconstruct pottery vessels by appropriate adhesive. A heat and
waterproof adhesive, e.g. product of H. Marcel Guest Ltd., is recommended.
Any adhesives which are not reversible or will damage artefacts, e.g. the pottery
vessel should not be applied on the finds.
Finds register
A clear finds register with information about the finds description, quantity, form, weight,
dimensions and field data should be prepared for handover to the CAR.
17.3.3 Field Archives and Laboratory Records
Field archives include field dairy, context recording sheet, special finds recording sheet,
soil sample/sample recording sheet, map, survey sheet and video/visual records etc.
Laboratory records also form part of the archaeological archives, which include finds
processing record, conservation record, finds drawings and photos, records of
typological analysis and objects card etc.
1

Steps for “Sandwich” technique
First of all, the object should be marked in appropriate area and size that does
not impact important diagnostic or aesthetic parts of the object.
Clean the area to be marked.
Apply a thin coat of clear reversible lacquer on the area. Use white lacquer if
the object is dark in colour. Let the base coat dry completely.
Use a permanent water-based ink to write the object number on top of the base
coat. Let ink dry completely.
Apply a top coat of clear varnish.
Let the marking dry completely before packing.
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All the aforesaid archives should be handed over to the CAR after the compilation of
the excavation report. Attention should be drawn to the followings:
All the field archives should be submitted together with their indexes.
The video footage should be submitted together with a detailed script introducing the
content of the video record.
All the slides, colour/black & white negatives and digital photographs should be
submitted together with their contact prints and indexes.
17.3.4 Handover of Finds
Packing
Every special finds should be protected with tissue paper, bubble sheet or P.E. foam
with shock-proofed packing. No packing material other than the aforesaid items
should be used.
All the general finds should be stored in heavy duty plastic container with shockproofed packing.
The heavy duty plastic container, e.g. product of the Star Industrial Co., Ltd. (No. 1849
or 1852), is recommended.
For oversized finds, prior advice on packing method should be sought from the AMO.
Handover procedure
The Licensee should arrange to transport the finds and archives to the CAR upon the
completion of the finalized excavation report.
Separate handover forms for finds and archives should be signed by the
representatives of the Licensee and the AMO.

18.

Comments and Responses
Agreement No. CE35/2006 (CE)
Kai Tak Development Engineering Study
Cum Design and Construction of Advance Works
Investigation, Design and Construction
Draft Archaeological Impact Assessment Report

1.

2.

AMO
General
Comments
(21.07.08)
The Harris Matrices (according to
the text, it should be Section 16)
showing the stratigraphic relations
of each trench is missing;
Complete section drawings of each
trench are missing;

AAL Responses (25.07.08)
Harris Matrices will be included in Section
16.1 of the Revised AIA Report.

As was agreed with AMO at a meeting prior
to the commencement of fieldwork in this
project, there was no requirement to record
fill layers. In addition, as was discussed and
agreed with AMO on site, the prevailing
physical
constraints
and
safety
issues relating to the vertical faces of
concrete foundations, loose fill deposits and
high rates of water in-flow meant that in
several cases within-trench recording of
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AMO
General
(21.07.08)

Comments AAL Responses (25.07.08)
sections could not safely be carried out. In
the end a combination of photographic
recording from the safety of the trench-edge
(AA1, AA2 and AA4), in-trench drawn
records of accessible sections with
photographs (AA3), and in-trench drawing
of sondage sections, digital planning of
structural
remains
and
detailed
photography of structural remains (AA5)
was carried out.

3.

Side view drawings of features are Other than the structural remains of the Pier
missing;
and Seawall, there were no features
identified that required section drawings.
With respect to the Pier and Seawall, as
was agreed with AMO on site, elevation
drawings of structural remains in AA5 would
not be required as part of this stage of the
investigation and a full and detailed digital
plan would suffice, backed-up by a good
photographic record – all as reflected in our
responses to later comments below, this
will be provided within the Revised AIA
Report.

4.

Sufficient photos showing the
sections of each trench should be
provided. As the size of each
trench is quite large, the location of
the section shown in the photos
should be clearly indicated in
corresponding plans of trench for
easy reference;

In AA1, AA2 and AA4 it was only possible
to clean up representative lengths of trench
sections. The locations of the areas
depicted in the annotated photographs
within each trench will be added to the
relevant trench plans. It should be noted
that, given the Health & Safety issues
identified above, it was only possible to
clean up these trenches by machine with
some hand-cleaning (where accessible) –
so limited areas were targeted to provide a
sample of the stratigraphic sequence which,
in each case, mostly consisted of modern
fill. In trench AA3 photos will be provided of
all four sections of Sondage AA3A as well
as NE and NW facing sections of the main
trench (the locations of these latter photos
will be indicated on the trench plan). In
Trench AA5 the design of the trench (i.e.
sides sloping from modern surface down to
base-of-fill level at c.2.4mPD) meant that no
sections were available for recording (and
the sloped sides contained only fill anyway).
However, photographs of the sections of
Sondages 1 and 2 will be provided to
complement the elevation photographs of
Pier components already in the Draft
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AMO
General
(21.07.08)
5.

6.

Comments AAL Responses (25.07.08)

Please present the following
information in table form for easy
reference:
the coordinates and surveyed
topographic level certified by
qualified surveyor of all trenches;
context,
description
of
the
stratigraphy, features and finds
discovered of all trenches;
the details of all the features
discovered, such as coordinates,
dimensions, level, stratigraphic
relationship, etc.;
list of representative artifacts.
For Trench AA5
a map showing the locations of
AA5 A to D should be provided.
- the map: Survey District No. 1
Kowloon City Survey Sheet No. 5
1905 is an important reference and
should be inserted in the report.
Please use this map to trace back
the details of the Longjin Bridge,
location of the Bridge’s landward
end, location of the Kowloon Fort
as well as the former coastline.
- With reference to the Survey
District No. 1 Kowloon City Survey
Sheet No. 5 1905 and the 1932
map (Figure 6), please illustrate
clearly that which parts of the
bridge have been discovered
under your investigation.

Report.
Tabulated summaries of supporting data
will be included in Section 16.2 of the
Revised AIA Report.

The locations of AA5A to AA5D will be
provided on a new Figure 15b.
The map requested will be included in the
Revised AIA Report (as Figure 3a) and
used as directed by AMO. (NB: The map in
Figure 3.1 in the ERM (2003) report is
dated there as 1903 – it seems that ERM
and AMO are referring to the same map,
but there is some confusion as to its date –
a search of the HK Central Library and
PRO collections did not clarify the matter).
The parts of the Bridge discovered in AAL’s
investigation will be indicated on the
1903/05 and 1932 maps.

7.

Please provide the source of old References/sources will be provided.
maps and photos in the report;
8.
A section on finds recovered The Draft AIA Report already included
should be provided in the text;
summary discussions of the finds recovered
from each context in the textual discussion.
See Response to Comment 5 above for
further details of additional tabulated data
(including finds), which will be included in
Section 16.2 of the Revised AIA Report.
9
Because of the above deficiencies, Noted
the report is not very readable and
it
is
difficult
to
examine
interpretation of the report. We will
provide further comments on the
report after receipt of supplement.
Specific comments
1.
Please provide a non-technical A Chinese non-technical summary will be
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2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

AMO
General
Comments
(21.07.08)
summary in Chinese;
Please provide a clear plan of
Figure 1;
In section 2.1, rescue excavation
should be one of the mitigation
measures;

AAL Responses (25.07.08)
provided in the Revised AIA Report.
A clearer plan of Figure 1 will be provided

The Revised AIA Report Section 2.1 text
will be amended as follows: “If any negative
impacts were identified as part of the
impact assessment, mitigation measures,
including further archaeological evaluation,
rescue excavation and/or preservation in
situ,
would
be
recommended
as
appropriate”.
Except Trench AA5, the non- Text will be revised accordingly
technical summary only addresses
the findings from the trenches and
does not mention whether any
negative impacts will be imposed
by the proposed development and
what kind of mitigation measures is
recommended.
Please revise
accordingly;
Regarding Figure 2, please Figure 2 will be revised to include the whole
provided a geological map for the study area and will be supported by textual
whole study area and briefly discussion as requested.
explain why no trench was
conducted in some non-reclaimed
areas;
Under subheading ‘Sacred Hill’ on The dates 1967 and 1971 respectively are
pages 7 and 8, please check correct – Revised AIA text to be amended
whether ‘(Jen 1966)’ in line 2 and accordingly.
‘(Watt 1968)’ in last line are correct
as they are listed as 1967 and
1971 in Section 14 respectively;
Section 17.1 cannot be found as Section 17.1 will be included in the Revised
mentioned in second paragraph of AIA Report.
Section 5;
In second paragraph of subsection The second paragraph of subsection 6.1
6.1, please check whether the currently refers to Figure 10, but this should
relevant figure should be Figure 9 be Figure 9 – the text will be changed to
or Figure 19;
reflect this.
Please provide a clear plan of A larger scale plan will be provided in
Figure 9a;
landscape format.
Please indicated (102a) and The different bands 102a and 102b will be
(102b) in Figure 9;
indicated in a revised Figure 9.
In fifth paragraph of subsection Text will be amended accordingly.
6.2, please state whether (101b)
overlay (102a) or (102b);
Please indicate (214) in Figure 11; Not visible in section but noted in trench
base during fill removal – modern concrete
pile foundations of little archaeological
interest and therefore mentioned but not
depicted.
Please provide relevant photos for Appropriate plates will be added to the
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AMO
General
Comments
(21.07.08)
the finds mentioned in second
paragraph of subsection 7.3;
14. In third paragraph of subsection
7.3, please check whether the
sentence ‘in accord with the
findings in Trench AA1’ should be
‘in accord with the findings in
Trench AA2’;
15. Third paragraph of subsection 7.3
states that the coastline should be
considered to be at least 30m to
the north-west. Please provide
sufficient justification. Please also
remap the coastline and indicate
whether this remapped coastline is
still within the current Study Area;
16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

AAL Responses (25.07.08)
Revised AIA Report.
Text will be revised to clarify meaning.

A new composite map showing the 1905
(1903?) Kowloon City Survey Sheet No.5
overlain on the modern map will be
included as Figure 3a. This will be used as
the basis for revised discussion of the
discrepancies
between
the
mapped
interface between the marine sand of the
foreshore and the alluvium of the coastal
plain and the excavated evidence in AA2.
Please provide a clear plan of An enlarged landscape format plan of
Figure 12a;
Figure 12a will be included in the Revised
AIA Report.
Figure 13a, please state whether Text will be amended to clarify these
the ‘Area with Finds Concentration’ issues.
overlays ‘Column’ area. Please
state whether Sondage AA3A in
Figure 13 refers to ‘Test Pit’ shown
in the upper part of Figure 13a;
In section 8.3, please obtain Prof Lam’s comment will be removed from
consent from the professor before the report.
quoting his words;
Please provide a clear plan of An enlarged plan of Figure 14a in
Figure 14a;
landscape format will be included in the
Revised AIA Report.
In subsection 9.3, please revise Plates and Plate numbers will be added to
‘Plate X show, …’ and provide the Revised AIA Report.
relevant plate;
In
first
paragraph
under Text will be amended to include Figure and
subheading ‘The Well-Preserved Plate numbers and relevant Figure and
Spans: SP1 to SP3, GD1 and Plate will be added to Revised Report.
GD2’ on page 22, please revise
‘(Figure X: SP2)’ in line 5, ‘(See
Plate X)’ in line 23 and provide
relevant figure and plate;
In
fifth
paragraph
under Noted. Text will be amended accordingly.
subheading ‘The Well-Preserved
Spans: SP1 to SP3, GD1 and
GD2’
on
page
23,
the
measurements of GD1A to GD1E
should be GD2A to GD2E;
In
fifth
paragraph
under Text will be amended accordingly and Plate
subheading ‘The Well-Preserved will be added to Revised Report.
Spans: SP1 to SP3, GD1 and
GD2’ on page 23, please revise
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AMO
General
Comments
(21.07.08)
‘(see Plate X and Figure 16)’ in line
2 and provide relevant plate;
24. When
describing
the
most
important discoveries, that is, SP13 and GD1-2 on pages 22 and 23,
a clear figure with larger scale
showing these features and their
relevant information such as their
context numbers and renamed
codes, their coordinates, the
absolute height of the features, the
notations of GD (i.e. GD1A, B,..), a
scale for the length, etc. would be
better for reference;
25. Please provide grid coordinates
and scales in Figures 15 to 20.
Besides, Figures 15 to 19 should
be presented in a clear plan with
larger scale. Level reading cannot
be seen;
26. Please provide the photo of SP9;

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

AAL Responses (25.07.08)

Additional, more detailed, figures will be
added as requested.

Larger scale versions of Figures 15 to 20
with grid coordinates and scales will be
provided as A3 fold-outs.

The outline of SP9 (shown on the digital
plans) was traced by the surveyors by
‘feeling’ around the periphery, but due to
the presence of standing water no useable
photographs could be obtained.
In second and third paragraphs HP and FP are the same thing: text will be
under subheading ‘Phase 2c: The revised to show “FP” and “Fender Posts” in
Dolphin Pier Extension’, HP and all cases.
FP are seemed to be referred to
the vertical hardwood posts or the
wooden fender posts respectively.
Please clarify whether HP and FP
are the same thing;
In subheadings ‘The 1924 Seawall’ An appropriate diagram will be provided.
and the 1920s Reclamation Fill’ on
pages 30 and 31, please provide a
diagram showing the relations
among the relevant contexts,
including (503), (504), (504a),
(504b), (505) and (506);
In subheading ‘Phase 4b: WWII Two sondages excavated: text will be
Levelling Deposits and Crushed revised to remove any uncertainty.
Concrete Surface’ on page 33,
please clarify how many sondages
were excavated within Trench
AA5C during the course of the
Archaeological
Impact
Assessment;
Please indicate the location of Typographical error: two sondages (S1 and
Sondage S3 in Figure 19;
S2) were excavated as shown in Figure
19 – text will be amended to suit.
In subsection 13.1, please state Text to be amended as follows: “No further
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AMO
General
Comments
(21.07.08)
clearly whether testing the area
between AA1 and the southern
edge of the former Sacred Hill is
recommended.
If so, please
clearly indicate the location and
boundary of this area in plan;

AAL Responses (25.07.08)
archaeological work is recommended within
the bounds of the Hong Kong Aviation Club;
however, the area between the northern
edge of the former estuary and the
southern edge of the former Sacred Hill
should be subjected to further evaluation to
establish whether any remains of
archaeological interest associated with the
historical village of Ma Tau Chung or earlier
activity are present on alluvial deposits
mapped in this area”. Based on the mapped
extent of the former estuary and Sacred Hill
a new figure will be added to highlight the
area of interest and this will be supported
by further explanatory text.

32. In subsection 13.2, no further work
is recommended. As stated in the
above point 16, third paragraph of
subsection 7.3 states that the
coastline should be considered to
be at least 30m to the north-west.
Please
provide
sufficient
justification. Please also remap
the coastline to indicated whether
the remapped coastline is still
within the current Study Area and
reconsider any mitigation required;

Remapping of coastline carried out by
ENSR/Maunsell on our behalf (figure
already in AMO’s possession) shows that
the coastline (as marked by the landward
end of the Pier/Pavilion and Kowloon Fort)
is mapped in roughly the right place. The
negative findings in Trench AA2 therefore
stand and suggest that the aforementioned
target monuments were removed during
development groundworks throughout the
20th century. Text to be revised to include
findings of new map evidence and new
Figure 3a showing map to be added. No
further work is still recommended in this
area (but see Response to Comment 34 for
recommendations for further evaluation of
Pier footprint to south-east of AA2).
33. In second paragraph of subsection Should be Figure 22: text to be amended
13.3, please clarify the number of accordingly.
the figure is Figure 22 instead of
Figure 2;
34. In subsection 13.5, please confirm The possibility of further Pier remains
the possibility of finding bridge surviving beyond the limit of hand-probing
remains to the north of the well- and beyond the reach of the Terminal
preserved length of Pier. If the Building foundations in the area to the north
possibility of finding the remains of the well-preserved spans cannot be ruled
cannot be ruled out, further testing out. It is therefore recommended that the
should be recommended instead entire Pier alignment between the northof
conducting
archaeological western end of the well-preserved spans
monitoring during construction and Trench AA2 be further tested. Text to
works;
be amended accordingly.
35. Please provide legend for the These are not “hatched areas” but, rather
hatched areas in Figure 20;
are an accurate depiction of the parallel
grooving in the surface of the concrete on
the PES as mentioned in the text – a note
will be added to the plan to remove any
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AMO
General
(21.07.08)

Comments AAL Responses (25.07.08)

36. Please provide the source of
Figure 21;
37. In Figure 22, please clarify whether
‘Suggested
Former
Coastline
(based on findings in Trench AA2)
marked on the figure should be
‘Suggested
Former
Coastline
(based on findings in Trench AA3);

possibility of confusion.
The source of Figure 21 will be added.
Off-set of coastline reflected perceived
discrepancy as identified in Trench AA2;
however, the new Figure 3a suggests that
the coastline (as fixed by the Longjin
Pavilion and Kowloon Fort) was broadly as
mapped geologically. The text and relevant
figures will be revised to reflect this new
information.
A coloured boundary line will be added to
the Sacred Hill North Study Area. The
boundary itself will be amended to reflect
the findings in Figure 3a.
A full reference list will be provided in the
Revised AIA Report.

38. In figure 22, please use colour line
to fully indicate the proposed
boundary of Sacred Hill North
Study Area;
39. It is found that the citations in the
report are not fully listed in Section
14, for example, Siu 1997, ERM
2003, Empson 1992 cited in page
6, Lumb 1976 cited in page 30.
please
list
all
references
accordingly;
40. In section 14, please list the book Full reference will be provided.
name and relevant information of
‘Ng 1986’;
41. Please
provide
the
context Lists of contexts will be provided in tables in
registers indicating all context Section 16.2.
numbers stand for.

Agreement No. CE35/2006 (CE)
Kai Tak Development Engineering Study
Cum Design and Construction of Advance Works
Investigation, Design and Construction
Revised Archaeological Impact Assessment Report

Item AMO Comment of 11/09/08

AAL Response of 19/09/08

1.

All the revised figures and plates referred in Text, figures and plates will be
the text should be checked and amended fully
cross-checked
and
before finalizing the report. For example, amended as necessary.
Figure 14 in Section 7.2.1 should read as
Figure 16 and Figure 16 mentioned in Section
11.6 are not relevant to the text.

2.

Captions and details mentioned in all the Figure and plate captions will
Figures and Plates of this report shall be be amended accordingly.
checked again by the report writer(s). For
example, the locations of test trenches are
mentioned in the caption of Figure 2, not
matching with the details in this figure. Figure
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numbers for sections of AA2A-C are wrong.
SP No. 2 shall be included in the caption of
Plate
28.
3.

All the co-ordinates and reduced levels in the
report shall be checked and certified by the
qualified surveyor. For example, Table 16.1.6
lists out the Point A-F of AA4 but locations of
Point A-F are not found in Figure 22.

4.

Field recording: The field work and recording
for this project shall comply with the
methodology
submitted
and
generally
accepted archaeological practice to provide
archaeological data with necessary and
sufficient
supporting
drawings
and
photographs in the archaeological report.

5.

AA3

Certified survey plans showing
trench
coordinates
and
reduced levels, upon which
the report text and figures are
based, will be included as an
appendix to the report.
The fieldwork and recording
have complied with the
methodology submitted. For fill
layers
detailed
section
drawings were not undertaken
as this was not a requirement
of the approved methodology.
However,
annotated
photographs were included in
the report in order to illustrate
and support the textual
discussion. For archaeological
features, photographic and
drawn
records
were
undertaken and included in
the report.

a) Stratigraphy : no photograph to support Plate 13a shows the same
Figure 19a.
section as Figure 19a.
No explanation for the dotted line between 303 In line with international
and 307( same Figure) and dotted line for the standards for archaeological
bottom of 304 could be found in text or figure.
field drawing, dashed context
boundaries
indicate
an
uncertain or diffuse context
boundary – clear divisions are
shown with a solid line.
Judging from the soil colour in Plate 14 and
concentration of artefacts in NE part, two
contexts shall be assigned in the course of
excavation and;

During excavation (in very wet
ground conditions) it was
unclear whether the apparent
soil colour difference between
the NE and SW ends of the
trench was real (i.e. two
different deposits/contexts) or
simply a reflection of the
poorer drainage at the NE end
of the trench. The textual
discussion in the report argues
that, on balance, there is a
strong possibility that the
darker soil colour and more
intense concentration of finds
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at the NE of the trench may
indicate the former location of
rubbish dumps or middens,
but this remains speculative.
No section drawing to illustrate the stratigraphy The continual slumping of the
on the south wall of the AA3 in junction with NW facing section (‘south
wall’), caused by the rapid rate
the section facing NE.
of seawater ingress from that
direction, did not allow a
drawn record of that section to
be made, for two main
reasons: 1) any attempt to cut
it back led to its immediate
collapse;
and
more
importantly, 2) any attempt to
stand or work in that area
turned the saturated, sandy
soil into quicksand, which was
deeper than Wellington Boot
depth – Health & Safety
concerns
thus
precluded
further work in that area.
According to Section 16.1.5, Song ceramics
are also yielded from context 304 and 305 of
AA3A. It is not clear from the report whether
context 304 was completed cleared in AA3 and
no further work to clear context 304 or 305 of
AA3.

By way of clarification: Song
ceramics
were
indeed
recovered from 304 and 305,
both when the SW end of the
trench was excavated in an
attempt
to
direct
the
groundwater flow away from
the more finds-rich NE end of
the trench and during the
excavation of Sondage AA3A.
In the NE ‘half’ of the trench,
where the richest ceramic
deposits lay, layers 304 and
305 still survive in situ beneath
the remaining deposits of layer
303, which were left in the
ground to be excavated under
more favourable conditions in
the future. The revised report
will be amended to further
explain the present status of
the trench and its deposits.

b) Object number for representative samples No special finds numbers will
or special finds shall be assigned in the report. be allocated in the report and
the sample groups of Song
Dynasty ceramic types were
each shown in individual
plates. No sherds will be
subject
to
individual
discussion but, rather are
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discussed as ‘type-groups’ –
hence, no specific object
numbers will be used.
The present information contained in the report
could not give a clear picture about the overall
types and quantity of finds recovered. A full list
of artefacts recovered shall form part of the
field archives following Guidelines for Handling
of Archaeological Finds and Archives.

6.

Given the time pressure under
which this report has been
compiled, it has impossible to
fully quantify the ceramics –
especially from Trench AA3;
however, summaries of finds
are presented in the textual
discussions and summary
tables for each trench. A full
list of artefacts recovered will
be included in the final field
archive.

AA5
a) Since the historical maps (survey District Both maps will be included in
No. 1 Kowloon City Survey Sheet No.5 in 1905 the revised report.
and CAAAVII-NE-8 1922-35) give the details of
Longjin Bridge in different periods, both maps
should be included in this report to evaluate
the archaeological findings recovered from
AA5 and its extension and to confirm which
parts of the Bridge was identified.
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Plan of Trench AA5 showing original trench and extensions AA5A-AA5D

Figure 25:

Outline of area probed in AA5

Figure 26:

Trench AA5 post-excavation plan

Figure 26a: 1903 1:1000 scale map showing the position of excavated elements of the original granite Longjin Pier (Ordnance
Survey 1903/ERM 2003)
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Figure 27:

GD1&2

Harris Matrix (AA5)

Figure 28: Trench AA5A – well-preserved spans of Longjin Pier (GD1 & 2, SP1-3) & 1924 Seawall (overview)

Figure 29: Trench AA5A – well-preserved spans of Longjin Pier (detail)

Figure 30: Trench AA5B – plan of Supporting Pillars SP4 to SP6

Figure 31: Trench AA5C – plan of Supporting Pillars SP7 to SP9, Concrete Spans 1 & 2, and PES

Figure 32: Seawall Sections (from Lumb 1976)

Figure 32a:

Schematic section of 1924 Seawall

Figure 33: 1932 map showing position of excavated Pier-end structures

Figure 34: Trench AA5C – Pier-End Structure Phase Plan

Figure 35:

Section drawings of Trench AA5C Sondage S1

Figure 36:

Section drawings of Trench AA5C Sondage S2

Figure 37: Trench AA5C – plan of Pier-End Structure (PES), Dolphin Piers (DP1 & 2), and Wooden Fender Posts (FP1-3)

Figure 38: Proposed Mitigation in Sacred Hill North Study Area (Trench AA3)

Figure 39:

Overlay of 1947 and modern map

Figure 40: Proposal for Further Investigation AA5

